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1.0 Summary 
 
 
1.1 Property, Location and Ownership 

 
The Natividad mine (latitude N17.2965˚, longitude W96.4314˚ or UTM Zone 14 NAD27: 
Easting 773058, Northing 1914048) is located in the north central portion of the state of 
Oaxaca; 48 linear kilometers (km) and 75 kilometers by paved road north-east of the city 
of Oaxaca (Figure 1). Oaxaca is a major city of 500,000 inhabitants, located 470 km 
southeast of Mexico City.   
 
The Natividad mine began producing gold in 1792 and has been in operation intermittently 
since that time. It represents one of the most important past-producing gold mines in 
southern Mexico.  
 
The mine is located within a silver and gold-bearing epithermal vein system which has 
been exploited over a 4.5 km strike length. Recorded historical production from 1937 to 
1992 was 1.95 million tonnes (Mt) at a grade of 9.51 g/t Au (960,000 oz Au) and 276 g/t Ag 
(23 M oz Ag).   

 
During the last 18 months, Continuum Resources Ltd (‘the Company’) has increased its 
landholdings, consolidated the property in the region (via acquisitions and staking) and has 
in the process has assembled a 54,856 hectare package of contiguous claims which 
includes the Natividad, Mancomunados, Teri and Talea projects (Figure 2). Thus most of 
the past producing areas in this region, as well as all of the prospective land, are currently 
under the control of the Company.  
 
The area referred to as the ‘Natividad project’ encompasses a group of 25 mining 
concessions totaling 12,603 hectares, of which more than half is 100% owned by 
Continuum and the rest is held through option contracts.  
 
Landholdings owned by Compania Minera Natividad y Anexas, S.A. de C.V´s (‘Minera 
Natividad’) total 5,241 hectares in 14 claims, and a further 539 hectares in six claims are 
owned by Fausto Calvo. Additionally, Joel Castillejos owns a 30 hectare concession. 
Continuum Resources currently has Buy-out Agreements in place with Minera Natividad, 
Fausto Calvo and Joel Castillejos. 
 
Continuum therefore controls 6,792 hectares surrounding the mine out of the 12,603 
hectares that make up the Natividad project. These claims are 100% controlled by the 
Company, having been staked around the time the mine was optioned from the previous 
owners.  
 
The Company’s land package incorporates the on-strike extension of the vein-hosting 
structures for a total of 25 km, approximately 22 km north and 3 km south of the mine 
entrance. The Mancomunados project, adjacent to the south, covers an additional 10 km 
along strike of the Natividad belt. However, Mancomunados is considered to be a separate 
project and will not be discussed further within this report.  
 
Including the mine and surrounding lands acquired by Continuum since 2004, the 
Company now controls the entire Natividad Au-Ag mineralized district, which will enable 
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future exploration to be carried out along extensions to known vein systems, and towards 
the east for additional, undiscovered vein systems.  As such, Continuum’s land position 
offers a unique opportunity for the exploration of a large, mineralized district with 
numerous centers of epithermal activity. 
 
 
1.2 Geology and Mineralization 

 
The Natividad mine contains a series of at least five principal quartz-adularia veins that 
strike north to NNE and are steep westerly-dipping. The veins have been mined for 
approximately 4500 meters (m) along strike and 300 m vertically. The main host rocks at 
Natividad are Mesozoic black shales and slatey sediments that are locally organic-rich, 
together with lesser amounts of wacke, impure sandstone, arkose, tuff and limestone. Also 
present are andesitic feldspar porphyritic rocks of presumed Tertiary age; these are 
believed to represent high-level intrusions and occur as dikes, sills and possibly sub-
volcanic domes.  
 
A stratigraphic sequence has been tentatively recognized in the Natividad country rocks. 
The black shales and slates are probably of Jurassic age and they represent the oldest 
basement rocks in the area. These are draped by younger sandstones, arkoses and 
limestones, which in turn are unconformably overlain by Tertiary-age andesite tuffs. The 
andesite porphyry is the youngest rock type as it intrudes all the sedimentary and 
tuffaceous units.  
 
The chloritic black shales and slates have been subjected to very low-grade regional 
metamorphism and have undergone at least two regional deformational events. The first of 
these fold phases coincided with the overprinting of a very weak to moderately strong 
chloritic slatey cleavage (S1) and the local development of irregular, discontinuous quartz 
± calcite ± pyrite veins in the shales and slates. These segregation veins are considered to 
have no economic significance. 
 
The second major structural event resulted in minor and major folding that deformed the 
bedding and S1 cleavages in the black shales and slates. This second event produced 
open to moderately tight folds as well as some strain-slip cleavages. 
 
Subsequently, several periods of brittle movement took place, including some thrusting 
and multi-phase moderate to steeply-inclined faulting.  The most economically significant 
of these produced moderate to steeply west-dipping, northerly-trending structures that 
formed the conduits for the feldspar porphyry intrusions and the younger mineralized 
quartz veins. Many of the veins occur as discreet, well-defined bodies while others occur 
as quartz-breccia zones with diffuse boundaries. 
 
However, there are areas where the immediate adjacent wall rocks have irregular 
stockwork quartz veining; this is particularly well developed where veins cut the more 
competent sedimentary or intrusive units, and these represent potential zones of economic 
mineralization. 
 
Mineralization in the quartz-adularia veins at Natividad consists of pyrite with silver-bearing 
sulfosalts at higher elevations, and galena-sphalerite in deeper levels.  Most veins are 
hosted by the black shales, although they locally cut all the rock lithologies, including an 
andesite porphyry sill in the upper levels of the mine. 
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Approximately 1 km south of the Natividad mine are the old Manchega underground mine 
workings which exceed 3000 m in length. These were driven along veins that have a 
similar trend to the Natividad veins. The Manchega workings probably follow extensions of 
the Natividad veins, which indicates that the total vein system exceeds 5 km in length. 
There has been considerably less recent activity in the Manchega area. 
 
 
1.3 Exploration Concept and Status 

 
Natividad is a bonanza epithermal vein system which, if the less-developed Manchega 
area is included, is over five km long.  However, geophysical (magnetic) airborne data 
indicates that the entire system is even longer, perhaps 25-35 km along a NW trend.  
 
Work by ASARCO in 1993 detected near-surface ore-grade, vein-hosted mineralization in 
two surface diamond drill holes collared 500 m north and 500 m above the current mine 
workings. Hole N-20 intersected 0.6 m grading 32 g/t Au in rhyolite tuff, and hole N-24 
intersected 0.7 m at 45 g/t Au in shale.   
 
The ASARCO data indicated that the vein system extends further north of the current mine 
workings, and that the northern terminus of mining coincided with a major, E-W-trending 
structure which offset the vein system. The premise for Continuum to acquire the property 
was to explore the known, past-producing vein system along strike towards the north and 
south, utilizing geological mapping, geochemical surveys, underground drifting and 
diamond drilling to assess this continuity. 
 
Towards this objective, Continuum has completed a large, aggressive program of 
rehabilitation of existing mine openings. In addition, new underground crosscuts and drifts 
have been constructed, mainly north of the historic workings. Underground diamond 
drilling has also been completed on two levels (Level 1 and Level 6). The objective of the 
underground drilling was to confirm the existence of mineralization north of the bounding, 
cross-cutting fault which marks the northern limit of the historic mining. Concurrently, 
surface mapping and diamond drilling south of Natividad has been undertaken to 
determine the potential for a southern continuation of the orebodies. 
 
Continuum Resources Ltd controls an area extending approximately 22 km north of the 
Natividad Mine workings, along the projected north strike of the vein system. Underground 
drilling to date has tested a strike length of only 500 meters towards the north, and a 
down-dip extent of over 300 m, the deposit being open towards the north, south, and to 
depth. 
 
Since Continuum began exploration on the property the following has been undertaken: 
 

1. Surface mapping and geochemical sampling along approximately 12 km of strike 
length of the hydrothermal system; 

2. Underground mapping at Natividad and further south at Manchega; 
3. Extensive surface and underground rock chip and channel sampling; 
4. Extensive rehabilitation of the caved underground tunnels to provide access for 

mapping, sampling, and underground drilling; 
5. Underground diamond drilling from two levels; 
6. Surface drilling at the southern end of the Natividad deposit; 
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7. Extensive geological interpretation, database compilation, and construction of a 
geological model which could be used for a resource calculation 

 
The geological concept being used to guide the surface and underground exploration at 
the mine is as follows: 
 

1. Natividad is a large hydrothermal system, nearly 35 kilometers in strike length, with 
old, underground workings along its entire length. This system stretches from the 
Lachatao region in the south, to Natividad, and further north towards other, known, 
underground workings. 

2. The northern limit of historic exploitation of the deposit coincides with a major, E-
W-trending cross-fault, north of which miners could not locate any continuation of 
the orebody. Continuum’s original theory was that the cross-fault had a left-lateral 
strike-slip component which had shifted the vein-hosted bodies towards the west. 
Drilling and tunneling was carried out to verify this assumption, which proved to be 
correct. 

3. While the orebody is affected by cross faulting, it is nevertheless open towards the 
north. Moreover, the historical mine workings bottomed in Level 10 at an 
approximate elevation of 1,720 meters, in high grade gold and silver mineralization. 
Therefore, the ore is open to the north and to depth. 

4. By proving continuity towards the north, south and to depth, Continuum’s further 
objectives are to drill enough holes in these exploration targets to enable the 
production of a resource/reserve calculation and to expand the resource towards 
economic viability. 

 
 
1.4 Conclusions and Recommendations 

 
 
The Natividad mine represents a major epithermal Au-Ag deposit with historical production 
of 1.4Moz of gold equivalent (at a price ratio of 1:50). It ranks as one of the most 
significant gold-silver deposits in southern Mexico, and was the largest past-producer in 
the state of Oaxaca.   
 
The bonanza-style mineralization is hosted by a swarm of north-trending quartz-adularia 
veins that lie within a 500 meter-wide, north-striking zone.  The overall hydrothermal 
system, within which the Natividad deposit is hosted, is much larger, and is measured over 
more than 15 kilometers along a NNW strike, along which hydrothermal alteration, gold 
and silver showings, historic workings and mines, and outcropping veins are observed.  
Continuum has diligently acquired essentially all of the mineral rights to the entire 
hydrothermal system, allowing for unimpeded exploration of the overall system. 
 
The known, mineralized veins which comprise the Natividad deposit were mined for a 
strike length in excess of 2 kilometers, and are open to the north, to the south, and to 
depth.  The veins have been mined over a depth extent of up to 300 meters, while 
previous drilling from surface indicates that the system may be mineralized over a vertical 
range of as much as 600 meters.  The veins are open to depth, and towards the south, 
while the entire length of the hydrothermal system has exploration potential for additional 
precious metals deposits. 
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Underground channel sampling has been systematically carried out in older sections of 
historically-mined parts of the deposit and the results support historic records of the grade 
of the orebody. Values in excess of 50 g/t gold and into the kilos per tonne of silver have 
been obtained from veins which measure between less than 0.5 meters to over 3.0 meters 
in width. Significantly, mineralization occurs in at least 5, parallel-trending vein sets. 
 
There is an excellent chance that additional epithermal, bonanza-grade mineralization will 
be found both north and south of the existing mine workings. Continuum’s first objective in 
the district has been to extend the known mineralization in the historic Natividad mine, 
assuming that the vein system which hosts the gold and silver mineralization continues 
northwards, onto the north side of a major cross-cutting fault (the Capulalpan Fault).  This 
assumption was tested by a program of underground drilling on two levels in what has 
been termed the North Zone (or Northern Extension Zone), north of the Capulalpan Fault 
(the northern limit of historic mining).   
Overall, the results of the underground drilling in this area are considered to have been 
very successful, and have proven the continuity of the mineralized vein system towards 
the north. Given the historic grades of this orebody, and the high (albeit erratic) grades of 
gold and silver obtained in underground channel sampling and drilling, the existing 
Natividad mine remains a high-potential exploration target for defining additional resources 
of gold and silver. 
  
Surface drilling to the south of the mine has also had some success in indicating that the 
orebody is also open to the south. Also, no drilling has yet investigated the depth extent of 
the mineralization beneath the lowest level of the old mine workings, and there is no 
geological evidence to suggest that the bottom has been reached. 
 
The historic areas of mining, as well as the results of the current drilling and underground 
sampling, have shown that highest, bonanza-grade gold and silver ores formed as sub-
vertical shoots. Outside of these shoots, much lower grades of both gold and silver are 
present in continuously-mineralized veins, although there is a high degree of nugget effect 
in both silver and gold grades.  This nugget effect can be quantified by underground 
channel sampling on sublevels within the North Zone, where gold grades measured in the 
tens of grams per tonne, and silver grades of over 500 grams per tonne, can be 
juxtaposed against samples that contain much lower values (i.e. sub-one gram per tonne 
in the case of gold). This makes evaluation of grade based on drill core highly problematic.  
Given the nugget effect, and considering that certain of the underground drill holes 
intersected very high grades of gold and silver while others, in nearly identical veins, 
contained values of less than 5 grams per tonne of gold, suggests that bulk sampling by 
way of underground tunneling is required to quantify the grade of the system.  While bulk 
sampling of lower grade drill intersections was planned for both Levels 1 and 6 to quantify 
real grade and allow for a meaningful resource calculation to be carried out, this work has 
not been completed to date and represents a highest priority follow-up activity. 
 
Outside of the immediate mine area, much more work is warranted towards the south, for 
instance at Manchega, and south towards Lachatao. Regional mapping and structural 
interpretations by Continuum geologists have shown that the area south of the mine has 
been down-dropped along E-W-trending faults, placing the preferred host rock black 
shales at a lower structural position. As such, high priority drill targets have been identified 
to the south of the mine. 
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Social issues, particularly with the community of Capulalpan, deserve immediate resolution 
before further exploration towards the north, and in particular surface drilling, can be 
carried out. While drilling to date has been carried out from infrastructure which surfaces 
on Natividad community land, the orebody continues under Capulalpan surface, and as 
such certain high priority, next-step issues are on hold. These issues include: a new tunnel 
entrance to the mine from the north, which could access the northern continuation of the 
ore body and provide access for exploration drilling, ore haulage, ventilation, an escape 
way, and new milling and waste storage sites; a ventilation shaft and alternate escape 
way; surface drilling sites in the area of the old ASARCO positive surface drill holes.   
 
Future exploration should consider the following major activities: 
 

1. Continue drilling from underground to provide sufficient vein intercepts for a future 
resource calculation on the Northern Extension Zone; 

 
2. Underground tunneling to provide bulk sample data on drill hole intercepts to 

provide more accurate grade data; 
 

3. Underground drilling to target the depth continuity of historically-mined ore shoots; 
 

4. Surface drilling to the north of the Northern Extension Zone to test the on-strike 
(northwards) continuity of the epithermal vein system; 

 
5. Continued surface drilling at the southern end of the Natividad mine to test the 

southern continuity of the epithermal system; 
 

6. Surface drilling of the Manchega zone, and zones further south towards Lachatao, 
to test additional targets which have surface expressions of mineralization and 
alteration, towards the south; 

 
7. Analysis of multi-element geochemical data collected during the underground 

sampling and drilling programs to determine pathfinder element haloes around 
potential ore shoots. 

. 
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2.0 Introduction and Terms of Reference 
 
This report was prepared as a summary of all work carried out by Continuum Resources at 
the Natividad project, in compliance with National Instrument 43-101 Standards of 
Disclosure for Mineral Projects.  In April and May 2005, one co-author (Ray, G.) spent two 
days on the Natividad property examining the surface geology, visiting some of the 
rehabilitated underground mine workings, and collecting some ore samples for assay and 
completing polished section petrographic studies. The other co-author (Dick, L.) has had 
extensive experience on the Natividad project, having served as the Vice President of 
Exploration for Continuum Resources since before the acquisition of the project until May 
2007, and has participated in all aspects of the exploration.  During the time in which this 
author worked as Vice President, he was intimately aware of all exploration plans, 
including surface and underground work, as well as the planning and budgeting of the 
program. 
 
Units of measurement used in this report are in the metric system. Distances are in meters 
(m) and kilometers (km). Analytical results are stated in parts per million (ppm), 
grams/metric tonne (g/t), ounces per ton (opt) or parts per billion (ppb). Element 
abbreviations used in this report include Au (gold), Ag (silver), As (arsenic), Sb (antimony), 
Zn (zinc), Pb (lead), Cu (copper), Fe (iron) Ba (barium), Cd (cadmium), Se (selenium), Co 
(cobalt), Mo (molybdenum) and Hg (mercury). 
 
All locations are in UTM Zone 14 coordinates (NAD 27) unless otherwise stated. 
 
 
 
3.0 Reliance on Other Experts  
 
This report is not intended to be a guarantee of mineral title, property option or sale 
agreements, nor is it intended to assess potential environmental, political or legal issues or 
liabilities.  The information contained in this report is not a complete account of previous 
exploration on the Natividad property since not all prior and historic data was available to 
the Authors.  All locations are subject to survey. 
 
Historical production figures were contributed by the Cia Mineria Natividad y Anexas SA 
de CV (Minera Natividad) and have not been confirmed by other sources. Likewise, assay 
data from historical workings is from the records of Minera Natividad and has not been 
verified, with the exception of certain ASARCO drill holes which were re-sampled by 
Continuum. All the ASARCO data and drill hole information was in the possession of Cia 
Minera Natividad and presented to Continuum. Chris Osterman (2004) reports contacting 
Douglas Smith Jr. and James Sell, ASARCO geologists (now retired) who worked on the 
property, and they confirmed that all the information presented to Continuum by Minera 
Natividad was valid.   
 
The legal status of the exploration and mining claims at Natividad was reviewed by 
requesting federal mining claim certificates (constancias de vigencia) for each claim from 
the Mexican national mining authority, the Direccion General de Minas (DGM), in order to 
confirm the validity of the claims. DGM records are often inaccurate; therefore any 
discrepancies recorded by the DGM have been checked, where possible, against records 
of the claim holders.  All discrepancies encountered within claims included in the Natividad 
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project have been corrected by Continuum. However inaccuracies may still occur in the 
DGM records which are beyond the ability of Continuum Resources to rectify.  
Details on the property description, history and the payment option agreements between 
Continuum Resources Ltd., and Compania Minera Natividad y Anexas, S.A. de C.V., were 
obtained from a report by Osterman (2004) and updated from records held in Continuum’s 
office in Oaxaca, southern Mexico.   
 
Earlier reports on the Natividad deposit were written by Osterman (2004) and Ray (2005). 
Geological work and supervision on site has been the responsibility of numerous 
geologists, including: Antonio Mancera, Miguel Trejo, Javier Rojas, Lino Larraga, 
Guillermo Garcia, and Rafael Gomez, all of whom work, or have previously worked, as 
employees of Continuum Mexico. Country Manager and geologist Raul Diaz has 
contributed immensely to the work carried out at Natividad, and managed the day-to-day 
geological, environmental and social aspects of the exploration. 
 
 
 

4.0 Property Description and Location 
 
4.1 Location 

 
The Natividad mine (latitude N17.2965˚, longitude W96.4314˚ or UTM Zone 14 NAD27: 
Easting 773058, Northing 1914048) is located within the Sierra de Juarez region in the 
north-central portion of the state of Oaxaca, 48 linear km north-east and 75 km by paved 
road from the city of Oaxaca (Figure 1). The property is reached by taking the Federal 
Highway 175 from Oaxaca to Tuxtepec for 60 km. There, at the town of Ixtlan, a turn-off is 
made along a paved road for the final 12 km journey to the town of Natividad.  
  
 
4.2 Description of Property  
 
Continuum´s landholdings in the Sierra de Juarez region consist of a 54,856 hectare 
package of contiguous claims which include the Natividad, Mancomunados, Teri and 
Talea projects (Table 1 and Figure 2). Thus, most of the past producing areas in this 
region as well as all of the prospective land are now controlled by Continuum. 
 
Within this large area, most historic exploration and production was from a group of 25 
mining concessions totaling 12,603 hectares, of which more than half is 100% owned by 
Continuum while the rest is held through three option contracts. Table 1 shows details 
about each of the concessions, including owner, area and date of filing or issuance of the 
title. 
 
Owing to recent changes to the Mexican mining law, all concessions are now classed as 
exploitation concessions with a 50-year life from the date of issue. Except for four claims 
staked by Continuum that are in the process of being titled, all of the claims at the 
Natividad project are exploitation concessions controlled by Continuum through buyout 
agreements with the concessionaires or through direct ownership in the case of the claims 
staked by Continuum.  
 
Mineralization on these claims is present as veins and vein swarms which have been 
either mined or superficially prospected by Minera Natividad. 
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CLAIM OWNER TITLE FILING # DATE MUNICIPALITY AREA (Has) NOTES Total (Has)
1 NUMERO UNO CMN 96851 62/1885 22-Sep-41 NATIVIDAD Y IXTLAN 88.0 Deadline extended for 50 years
2 LA PURÍSIMA CONCEPCIÓN CMN 112706 62/3387 1-Feb-67 NATIVIDAD Y IXTLAN 15.0 Deadline extended for 50 years
3 LAS ÁGUILAS CMN 132791 62/5622 11-May-90 NATIVIDAD Y IXTLAN 18.0
4 UNIFICACIÓN PROVIDENCIA UNO CMN 186585 321.42/1304 11-May-90 NATIVIDAD Y IXTLAN 448.7
5 UNIFICACIÓN PROVIDENCIA DOS CMN 186920 321.42/1318 17-May-90 NATIVIDAD Y IXTLAN 225.5
6 MARINER No. 2 CMN 192785 62/7954 19-Dec-91 NATIVIDAD Y IXTLAN 52.7
7 DON LUÍS CMN 195377 321.1/9-581 14-Sep-92 NATIVIDAD Y IXTLAN 44.7
8 UNIFICACIÓN EL ESFUERZO CMN 196298 321.42/1536 16-Jul-93 NATIVIDAD Y IXTLAN 46.3
9 REDUCCIÓN PROVIDENCIA TRES FRACCIÓ CMN 215326 5/2.4/00564 14-Feb-02 NATIVIDAD Y IXTLAN 57.7

10 REDUCCIÓN PROVIDENCIA TRES FRACCIÓ CMN 215327 5/2.4/00564 14-Feb-02 NATIVIDAD Y IXTLAN 27.5
11 SANTA ROSA CMN 218456 5/1.3/00487 5-Nov-02 NATIVIDAD Y CALPULALPAN 268.6
12 PROVIDENCIA CUATRO CMN 222595 62/9638 28-Jul-04 CALPULALPAN  DE MÉNDEZ 3581.5
13 PROVIDENCIA CINCO CMN 222829 62/9648 3-Sep-04 CALPULALPAN  DE MÉNDEZ 12.9
14 PROVIDENCIA SEIS CMN 228264 62/9661 20-Oct-06 CALPULALPAN  DE MÉNDEZ 354.3
15 CONTINUUM CINCO CNU 62/9728 CAPULALPAM DE MÉNDEZ 1266.0 Application accepted - in process of being titled
16 CHENDTA CNU 62/9737 CAPULALPAM DE MÉNDEZ 85.0 Application accepted - in process of being titled
17 ALE 1 CNU 62/9782 CAPULALPAM DE MÉNDEZ 5391.0 Application accepted - in process of being titled
18 CHENDTA UNO CNU 62/9738 CAPULALPAM DE MÉNDEZ 50.0 Application accepted - in process of being titled
19 LA SILLA CNU/J. Castill 158396 9-May-73 CAPULALPAM DE MÉNDEZ 30.0
20 EL JILGUERO F. Calvo 188347 321.1/9-515 22-Nov-90 CALPULALPAN DE MÉNDEZ 60.0
21 LA ORQUÍDEA F. Calvo 195427 321.1/9-615 14-Sep-92 CALPULALPAN DE MÉNDEZ 170.3
22 GERANIO F. Calvo 195722 321.1/9-292 14-Sep-92 CALPULALPAN  DE MÉNDEZ 21.3
23 LA RAMITA F. Calvo 204535 5/1.3/130 13-Mar-97 CALPULALPAN DE MÉNDEZ 123.0
24 AZUCENA F. Calvo 217517 5/1.3/00303 16-Jul-02 CALPULALPAN DE MÉNDEZ 162.7
25 VIOLETA F. Calvo 217519 5/1.3/00304 16-Jul-02 CALPULALPAN DE MÉNDEZ 2.4

TOTAL NATIVIDAD 12603.2
1 CONTINUUM SIETE FRACCIÓN I CNU 229153 62/9729 16-Mar-07 SAN MIGUEL AMATLAN 4869.0
2 CONTINUUM SIETE FRACCIÓN II CNU 229154 62/9729 16-Mar-07 SAN MIGUEL AMATLAN 25.2
3 CONTINUUM SIETE FRACCIÓN III CNU 221555 62/9729 16-Mar-03 SAN MIGUEL AMATLAN 5.0
4 CONTINUUM SIETE FRACCIÓN IV CNU 229156 62/9729 16-Mar-07 SAN MIGUEL AMATLAN 0.7
5 CONTINUUM SIETE FRACCIÓN V CNU 229157 62/9729 16-Mar-07 SAN MIGUEL AMATLAN 11.6
6 CONTINUUM UNO CNU 227997 62/9729 25-Sep-06 SANTA CATARINA LACHATAO 10.4
7 CONTINUUM  UNO FRACCIÓN I CNU 228114 62/9715 3-Oct-06 SANTA CATARINA LACHATAO 207.0
8 CONTINUUM  UNO FRACCIÓN II CNU 228115  62/9714 3-Oct-06 SANTA CATARINA LACHATAO 3.1
9 SAN PEDRO Y SAN PABLO PM 212579 5/1.3/439 7-Nov-00 SANTA CATARINA LACHATAO 449.6

10 SAN ANTONIO PM 212580 5/1.3/440 7-Nov-00 SAN MIGUEL AMATLAN 9.4
11 SAN JOSÉ DE GRACIA PM 214939 5/1.3/571 10-Jan-00 SANTA CATARINA LACHATAO 35.5

TOTAL MANCOMUNADOS 5626.6
1 TALEA 1 CNU 223354 62/9652 3-Dec-04 SAN MIGUEL TALEA DE CASTRO 5700.0

TOTAL TALEA 5700.0
1 LA NEGRA CNU 227692 62/9722 28-Jul-06 TANETZE DE ZARAGOZA 3936.0
2 TERI CNU 62/9668 SAN MIGUEL TALEA DE CASTRO 26990.5 Application accepted - in process of being titled

TOTAL TERI 30926.5
(An application has been filed to obtain a 100% interest in 5 new concessions, which cover the Continuum Cinco, Chendta, Chendta Uno, Ale 1 and Teri mining claims)

TOTAL NATIVIDAD AREA 54856.3
 Table 1:  Continuum Resources Mexico S.A De C.V. - Mining Concessions Owned and Optioned in the Natividad District
The concessions making up the Natividad Project and contiguous projects are held by Continuum´s subsidiary, Continuum Resources Mexico, S.A. de C.V, as well as by third parties including Minera Natividad, a community and three private owners. 
All of the concessions are exploitation concessions.
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4.3 Purchase Option Agreements  
 
 
Currently Continuum holds three Purchase Option Agreements which give the company 
the option to acquire up to 100% of the mineral rights. These are discussed in more detail 
below. 
 
 

4.3.1 Compania Minera Natividad y Anexas, S.A. de C.V. 
 

The following data was obtained from a report by Osterman (2004). The agreement signed 
on 11th May 2004 between Continuum Resources Ltd. and Compania Minera Natividad y 
Anexas, S.A. de C.V. (‘Minera Natividad’) entitles Continuum to acquire at least 70% of the 
claims indicated in Table 1, through work and by issuance of shares and payments.  
Minera Natividad grants Continuum the right to explore the claims for three years from the 
agreement date in exchange for which Continuum must issue 2,000,000 common shares, 
pay US$500,000 to Minera Natividad and expend US$2,000,000 in exploration on the 
claims.   The terms of the agreement are compulsory for Minera Natividad and optional for 
Continuum, who may terminate the agreement at anytime by means of written notice sent 
to Minera Natividad thirty days in advance of the termination. 
 
Continuum had to expend a total of US$2,000,000 on exploration according to the 
following schedule, all of which has been completed: 
 

1) US$250,000 on or before 25th April 2005; 
2) An additional US$750,000 on or before 25th April 2006 and; 
3) An additional US$1,000,000 on or before 25th April 2007. 

 
Continuum must issue 2,000,000 common shares and pay US$500,000 to Minera 
Natividad according to the following schedule: 
 

1) US$50,000 on signing of the agreement 
2) 500,000 common shares fifteen days after the date of signing of the agreement; 
3) US$100,000 on or before 25th April 2005 
4) An additional 500,000 common shares on or before 25th April 2005 
5) US$150,000 on or before 25th April 2006 
6) An additional 500,000 common shares on or before 25th April 2006 
7) US$200,000 on or before 25th April 2007 
8) An additional 500,000 common shares on or before 25th April 2007 

 
It is Continuum’s responsibility to file the exploration and mining assessment work, as well 
as pay all taxes due on the concessions, during the term of the agreement. 
 
Minera Natividad has the right to continue production from existing mine workings for the 
term of the agreement, but may not extract ore from newly explored areas of the Natividad 
mine, as defined vertically by the area 50 meters above Level 1 and as defined 
horizontally by the northern extent of Level 4 in the Unificacion Providencia Uno claim.   
 
Once the 70% interest was vested to Continuum, the underlying landowners (Minera 
Natividad) had the right to continue as a funding joint venture partner (i.e. contribute 30% 
of the approved budget) or to sell their interest.  Minera Natividad have begun a process of 
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vending their remaining 30% interest in the deposit to Continuum on the following terms: 
Natividad has completed its obligations and given notice to Minera Natividad that it has 
vested the 70%. Discussions are currently ongoing to formalize the agreement into a joint 
venture whereby each party will contribute with its respective participation share. 
 
Minera Natividad is solely responsible for any liability resulting from the operations on the 
existing mine, as well as any environmental liability from the existing tailings and 
reclamation areas.  The original contract stated the following: within fifteen days of 
Continuum exercising its option for a 70% interest, Minera Natividad shall execute a 
concession rights purchase-sales agreement in the name of a new mining company 
(JVCo.), of which 70% will be owned by Continuum and 30% owned by Minera Natividad.  
Minera Natividad will transfer title of the mining claims into this JVCo.  Continuum shall be, 
and will remain, the operator as long as its interest is 50% or greater. Further exploration 
and development work will be carried as a joint venture between the shareholders. If a 
party elects not to contribute to a budget, its interest shall be reduced, such that a party’s 
interest at any time shall be calculated by dividing the subject party’s deemed and actual 
exploration expenditures by the deemed and actual exploration expenditures of all the 
parties, and multiplying the resulting fraction by 100.   
 
If at any time a party’s interest is reduced to below 10%, it shall be deemed to have 
conveyed its interest to the other party in exchange for the right to a 2% net smelter return 
and will then cease to hold any interest in the claims.  Minera Natividad shall grant to 
Continuum the first right of refusal on its interest in the JVCo.  Continuum will have a 
period of 45 days to exercise its right of first refusal. 
 
Continuum and Minera Natividad agree that any new claims staked within ten kilometers of 
the current properties listed in Table 1 during the period of the agreement will be 
incorporated into the agreement.  During the option period, Minera Natividad is entitled to 
a seat on the board of directors of Continuum. The terms of the original contract are still 
valid. However the formation of the new company and transfer of the concessions will be 
made once the joint venture between Continuum and CMN is formalized. 
 
 

4.3.2 Fausto Calvo Sumano 
 
In the case of the claims held by Fausto Calvo Sumano, Continuum has the following 
agreement in place for 100% purchase of the properties in consideration of US$1,200,000, 
plus 1% NSR, effective since November 4th, 2004. The royalty can be purchased for a 
one-time payment of US$800,000.  The schedule of payments is as follows: 
 
 

1) on the signing of a letter of intent, US$5000 (has been paid); 
2) on the signing of an option contract, US$35,000 (has been paid); 
3) from month 1 to 11 US$1,500 per month (has been paid); 
4) at the end of one year, US$ 93,500 (has been partially paid); 
5) from month 13 to month 23, US$2000 per month; 
6) at the end of two years, US$178,000; 
7) from month 25 to month 35, US$2000 per month;  
8) at the end of three years, $228,000 
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At the end of the option period, Continuum has an additional six-month period to exercise 
the option to purchase all claims for a final payment of US$600,000. Additionally, Fausto 
Calvo Sumano has the right to a 1% net smelter return during production, up to an upper 
limit of US$ 4,000,000.   
 
Continuum has the right to purchase the royalties for 20% of the previously stated amount, 
equivalent to a one-time payment of US$800,000. 
 
It is Continuum’s responsibility to file the exploration and mining assessment work as well 
as pay all taxes due on the concessions during the term of the agreement. The terms of 
the agreement are compulsory for Fausto Calvo Sumano and optional for Continuum, who 
may terminate the agreement at any time by means of written notice sent to Fausto Calvo 
Sumano.  
 
On receiving a total of US$1,200,000, Fausto Calvo Sumano will cede all six claims to 
Continuum. 
 
To date, Continuum has made all payments as required pursuant to the agreement, with 
the exception of a required lump sum payment of US $93,500 due in November of 2005, of 
which only US $7,000 was paid. (US$5,000 corresponded to the annual payment and 
US$2,000 corresponded to a monthly payment).  The Company negotiated an amendment 
to the terms of the agreement with respect to deferring this annual payment, as well as 
subsequent annual payments, while continuing paying the monthly payments. The new 
terms are defined in a Modificatory Agreement dated February 8, 2006. Upon signing said 
agreement, Continuum paid US$15,000 and deferred the balance of the annual payment 
(US$73,500) to August 28, 2006. On the same date, owing to the fact that there has not 
been access to the surface of the property, Continuum invoked force majeure.  As of 
August 2007, the force majeure persists so that all annual payments are suspended until 
further notice. 
 
 

4.3.3 Joel Castillejos 
 
Regarding the La Silla Claim, owned by Mr. Joel Castillejos, at the end of 2006 Continuum 
renegotiated a Purchase Option Agreement with the owner. Up to that date, Continuum 
had paid a total of US$24,000. The new terms of the agreement included payments for a 
total of US$ 328,000 over two years as follows: 
 

1. US$30,000.00. (Upon signing); 
2. US$1,000 per month from January through November, 2007; 
3. US$27,000.00. By December 31, 2007; 
4. US$2,000.00 per month from January through November, 2008; 
5. US$238,000.00. By December 31, 2008 
 

The last payment shall be made upon signing the cession of the claim to Continuum. 
 

 
4.4 Surface Rights 

 
Surface rights at Natividad lie with local landowners.  A portion of the northern part of the 
Natividad district lies in land controlled by the Community of Capulalpan (Figure 2); the 
central part of the district lies in the community of Natividad, and the southern part of the 
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district lies in the community of Xiacui.  Continuum Resources Ltd. must conclude 
notarized agreements with the respective governing bodies of each of the three 
communities for surface work such as geology, geochemical sample collection and road 
building.  These agreements will lay out the compensation due to the communities for land 
use while Continuum conducts exploration work on community ground.   
 
Surface access rights have been a point of contention at the Natividad project. Although 
mineral rights are vested with the Mexican Federal government and Continuum controls 
those rights, it is not possible to freely access properties without formal agreement with 
surface owners. The greater Natividad project area lies between three separate 
communities; Natividad, Xiacui, and Capulalpan.  Whereas land-use agreements have 
been successfully concluded in the former two communities, Capulalpan has not accepted 
offers from Continuum to access their community lands for mineral exploration.  This has 
impeded exploration progress over the last several years.  These Oaxacan mountain 
communities have traditionally been isolated economically since the Spanish Colonial 
period and view outsiders (whether foreign, or Mexican Federal and State officials) with a 
certain degree of suspicion.  
 
In brief, the Natividad community was at one point part of the much larger Capulalpan 
community and, for presumably economic reasons, separated some 70 years ago.  Part of 
the prospective ground at Natividad now lies under the Capulalpan community, as was 
indicated by the two ASARCO holes N-20 and N-24.  Capulalpan, even after all these 
years, perceives Natividad as part of their community. Additionally, they perceive that 
ASARCO did not adequately compensate them over ten years ago and want some form of 
redress.  Continuum Resources is currently negotiating with the leaders. A dialogue is in 
progress, and in the end it will require a combination of gaining their confidence as well as 
certain financial compensation.  
 
 
4.5 Environmental Permitting 
 
Currently, Minera Natividad has a permit to conduct underground and surface exploration, 
including road building and drilling, from the Mexican environmental agency SEMARNAT 
(Secretaria del Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales).  Environmental Impact Statements 
(EIS) and reports are required by the SEMARNAT to operate a mine in Mexico. However, 
owing to the fact that Minera Natividad has been in operation since 1785, many years 
before the enactment of the current environmental regulations, the SEMARNAT ruled that 
an EIS is not required. However, new facilities including the construction of a new flotation 
plant, dumps and tailing dams are foreseen as reasons why an EIS will be required in the 
future.  To that end, Continuum is in the process of initiating an EIS in order to obtain the 
respective permit to operate a new plant.  
 
In the meantime, an environmental complaint from the community of Capulalpan has led to 
the temporary closure of the mine by Profepa (Prosecutor for the Protection of the 
Environment, Environmental Laws, Regulations and Standards). The closure applies only 
to the exploitation and processing activities and does not affect the current exploration 
work that Continuum is conducting on the property. Months before the closure, in March 
2006, Continuum decided to stop all exploitation to focus all resources on the rehabilitation 
and underground exploration of the mine. The above mentioned community has 
complained about past contamination, as well as the disappearance of certain water 
springs. 
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In order to resolve the issues related to the complaints, the Profepa ordered a series of 
studies including a report on assessment of damages, as well as a hydrogeological 
analysis of the region. All work has been completed to date, however certain remediation 
and other actions recommended in the assessment of damages report are still currently 
being undertaken by Continuum. The hydrogeology report commissioned by Continuum 
concluded that the surface waters are different from the water at the mine, and that the 
host rocks at the mine are impermeable or have low permeability. Consequently the mine 
and the mining activity are not responsible for the disappearance of the springs.  
 
The community of Capulalpan however, is not satisfied with the conclusions of the report. 
It insists there is contamination, as well as a risk of the depletion of the surface water 
aquifers. These complaints have now escalated to a political level. Currently, both the 
state and federal congress have formed investigation commissions to evaluate the case 
and find solutions. Feasible proposals by local congress people include conducting 
additional studies by independent entities such as the National University of Mexico. 
 
 

 
5.0 Accessibility, Climate, Local Resources, Infrastructure and 

Physiography 
 
 
5.1 Accessibility 

 
 Natividad lies 48 km north-east of Oaxaca city on Mexican Federal Highway 175, the road 

through the Sierra Juarez to Tuxtepec.  The highway passes though the villages of 
Guelatao (the birthplace of the Mexican hero Benito Juarez), Ixtlan and Capulalpan.  
Travel time from Oaxaca to the Natividad mine is approximately 1.5 hours.  Access to the 
northern portion of the district (Providencia Cuatro and Teri claims) in the community of 
Capulalpan is somewhat more difficult.  An ASARCO drill road which extends to the 
southern part of the Providencia Cuatro claim is in disrepair.  Old logging roads exist in the 
forested areas to the north and east but would also require rehabilitation to gain access. 
For a mining project, the  access infrastructure is near to ideal.  

 
 

5.2 Climate 
 

The local climate is temperate, never dropping below 10°C in the winter and reaching 
highs of 25°C during the summer. The average annual temperature is 18°C. Rains fall 
from July to September with an average annual precipitation of 950 mm. Heavy 
downpours with local flooding can occur during the rainy season, while the remnants of 
Hurricane Stan caused considerable damage to the nearby roads, and resulted in 
mudflows, one of which came very close to the mine infrastructure.  Vegetation consists of 
pine forests, scattered agavi and cactus.  
 
 
5.3 Local Resources and Infrastructure 
 
The small Natividad community grew up around the mine which began recorded 
production in the late 1700’s. The town and mine are now served by a power line, as well 
as telephone, fax, internet, satellite TV, bus routes and taxi cab services to Oaxaca city. In 
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addition to the Company´s medical services, there are Social Security and Health 
department clinics and medical services in the neighboring towns of Xiacui and Ixtlan.  
 
The Natividad mine lies on a paved road which continues through to the town of Talea.  
 
Three phase electric power serves the mine. Electrical power is provided by the Comission 
Federal de Electricidad (CFE).  
 
Water occurs in abundance in this heavily forested area. There is a 5 m wide stream, the 
Rio Natividad, flowing through the mine area.  The stream supports trout, and trout farming 
is a small business in the district.  Water rights at Natividad, as all over Mexico, are vested 
with the Federal Government. However, Minera Natividad pumps water from Level 7 of the 
mine to use in their plant.  The plant has a small tailings dam located on a hillside in the 
Rio Natividad valley.  Formerly, tailings from the mill were discharged directly into the Rio 
Natividad.  The mill produced a bulk sulfide mineral flotation product, which was trucked to 
the Penoles smelter in Torreon, Coahuila, thus leaving little sulfide in the tails.  However, 
the narrow valley has little capacity to store additional tailings and a new site will have to 
be found for future production needs.  
 
 

 
 

         Photo 1:  View of Natividad mine buildings and infrastructure with part of the town 
 
 
Natividad (population 600) is primarily a mining community, and skilled underground 
miners are readily available. Timber and logging is a mainstay of the local population not 
involved with mining. 
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Photo 1 is a general view of the mine buildings and part of the town. 
 
5.4 Physiography 

 
The Natividad mine portal (the Dios Guia adit) on Level 1 lies at an elevation of 1980 m 
and the adit workings continue northwards for two and one half kilometers, at which point 
the overlying surface elevation is 2400 m.  The countryside is moderately steep, but 
generally not precipitous, and is typical of the mountain ridges of the physiographic 
province of the Sierra Madre del Sur.  
 
 
 
6.0 History 
 
 
The Natividad epithermal vein district was found during Spanish colonial times but only 
first worked systematically from the year 1875 when the Echarri brothers started 
systematic production. This mining continued until 1910 when the Mexican Revolution 
disrupted and stopped all work.  Records only date from 1938 when the mine was 
operated by the Uribe family (father and son) until 2001. At that time the mine was 
purchased by “Argent Trading, LLC”, a company run by former executives of the Spanish 
banking group, Santander. 

 
Recorded mine production between 1938 and 2003 was 913,887 oz (28421.8 kg) of gold 
and 23 million oz (713488.8 kg) of silver (Table 2). This production came from a series of 
quartz veins, between 0.2 and 2 meters wide, with values up to 1000 g/t gold.  The veins 
are traceable along strike for over 2 km and are accessed through an adit driven in the 
hillside.  The uppermost level is at 2100 meters, whereas the lowest level is at 1770 
meters.  In long section, the mined-out areas reflect mineralization restricted to that 300 
meter vertical interval (Figure 3).   
 
Little modern exploration has been conducted on the Natividad property. The Uribe family 
explored by underground drifting and by means of short diamond drill holes, records of 
which are only sporadic.  ASARCO, working under a Joint Venture Agreement with the 
Uribe family, did the most recent exploration work in the district from 1993 to 1995 under 
the supervision of Douglas Smith, Jr.  A total of 26 diamond surface and underground 
holes were drilled throughout the property over a 6 kilometer strike length (Table 3 and 
Figure 4). The two most successful surface holes were drilled from the same drill platform 
situated 500 meters north of, and several hundred meters above, the current mine 
workings. Hole N-20 intersected 0.6m grading 32 g/t Au in rhyolite tuff and hole N-24 
intersected 0.7 m at 45 g/t Au in shale.  Underground holes drilled from exploration drifts in 
Levels 1 and 4 also encountered some vein-hosted gold–silver mineralization.   
 
ASARCO terminated their Natividad exploration program shortly after these holes were 
completed. Subsequently, Minera Natividad drove an exploratory drift from the Level 1 drill 
stations over to the veins ASARCO had discovered.  The first vein was encountered 35 
meters west of the Level 1 adit and was explored along an 80 meter strike length.  
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Year Ore 
(tonnes)

Gold (g/t) Silver (g/t) Concentrate 
(tonnes)

Conc. Grade 
Gold g/t

Conc. Grade 
Silver g/t

Gold kg Silver kg

1938 635.291 382.4 20972 242.935 13,323
1939 473.825 332 17413 157.31 8,251
1940 602.76 317.9 11486 191.617 6,923
1941 953.96 267.1 4418 254.803 4,215
1942 1,094.29 406.1 4022 444.391 4,401
1943 1,276.35 412.2 7961 526.11 10,161
1944 777.614 942.6 22290 732.979 17,333
1945 960.273 843 9990 809.51 9,593
1946 1,153.16 834.3 22752 962.081 26,237
1947 953.048 652.9 18377 622.245 17,514
1948 22,217 23.38 774 844.25 790 24211 666.958 20,440
1949 19,345 21.2 580 654.034 752 16804 491.834 10,990
1950 20,858 24.29 476 686.22 942 14061 646.419 9,649
1951 28,396 48.22 707 1,279.85 1525 18588 1,951.77 23,790
1952 30,372 64.41 1072 2,117.37 1338 17981 2,833.04 38,072
1953 28,132 61.35 1209 2,117.74 1062 18455 2,249.04 39,083
1954 31,208 32.65 668 1,775.48 625 11939 1,109.67 21,197
1955 39,561 25.45 735 2,238.99 532 13419 1,191.14 30,045
1956 39,222 21.52 510 2,536.66 396 7831 1,004.52 19,865
1957 38,614 15.59 410 1,914.60 348 8455 666.279 16,188
1958 42,105 15.86 396 1,883.14 404 9739 760.787 18,340
1959 53,793 11.87 292 1,780.31 420.9 10019 749.334 17,837
1960 56,070 10.27 264 1,691.01 376.1 9752 635.99 16,491
1961 57,877 8.24 227 1,536.46 368.8 9802 566.645 15,060
1962 56,469 9.01 354 1,861.15 370.4 12990 689.371 24,176
1963 56,853 7.17 212 1,303.55 378.3 11295 493.134 14,724
1964 54,321 6.75 252 1,656.91 249.2 9722 412.902 16,108
1965 51,631 7.79 325 1,832.53 283 10266 518.605 18,813
1966 48,016 5.48 305 1,560.24 216.5 10040 337.792 15,665
1967 45,882 7.35 407 1,729.06 227.5 11233 393.361 19,423
1968 45,173 7.1 389 1,955.71 206.3 9614 403.463 18,802
1969 52,877 4.19 291 2,706.49 95 5007 257.117 13,551
1970 64,566 4.43 228 3,098.49 88.4 3930 273.906 12,177
1971 82,947 4.34 223 3,015.85 111.7 4652 336.871 14,030
1972 61,892 4.09 239 3,666.36 63.6 3452 233.181 12,656
1973 53,129 3.25 194 3,026.75 57.1 3398 172.827 10,285
1974 56,908 3.87 167 2,653.09 83.1 3574 220.472 9,482
1975 78,316 3.38 132 2,839.82 93.1 3630 264.387 10,309
1976 76,948 3.22 132 2,504.46 98.9 4064 247.691 10,178
1977 64,692 4.25 126 2,180.94 126.2 3723 275.234 8,120
1978 56,773 4.4 177 1901 114 3610 216.714 6,863
1979 51,101 3.9 148 1732 112 3248 193.984 5,626
1980 47,413 4.1 133 2040 106 2574 216.24 5,251
1981 39,997 5.3 162 871 218 5772 189.878 5,027
1982 39,105 5.1 150 834 215 5927 179.31 4,943
1983 37,086 3.7 150 822 148 5415 121.656 4,451
1984 33,474 4.5 221 968 138 6465 133.584 6,258
1985 30,550 6.1 151 775 221 4584 171.275 3,553
1986 32,565 5 155 728 202 5265 147.056 3,833
1987 31,617 2.2 70 617 108 3285 66.636 2,027
1988 32,617 2.2 70 617 103 3264 63.551 2,014
1989 27,536 2.5 88 592 87 3613 51.504 2,139
1990 13,306 6.3 343 680 199 5786 135.32 3,934
1991 12,752 7.1 276 508 144 5068 73.152 2,575
1992 11,883 8.9 187 615 155.6 3110 95.694 1,913
1993 796.23 54 1295 43.017 1031.41
1994 1202 50.7 1076 61.032 1293.947
1995 1364.33 54.7 889 74.638 1914.014
1996 1069.09 50.1 1246 53.604 1332.344
1997 819.667 85.3 1780 69.976 1458.995
2003 408.29 162.5 6258 66.351 2555.4

Table 2:  Record of Production from the Natividad Mine, 1938 to 2003



Drill hole data Au Ag Pb Zn
Interval,  #, station, 

level
(ppm) (ppm) % %

1.1 1.2 10 0.004 0.005 Shale 4-5 40.9 42
2 0.5 3.6 0.009 0.003 Shale 4-5 42 44

1.5 0.2 2.6 - - Shale Poder 139 140.5
5 Limestone Poder 202 207

1.05 0.038 6.9 0.21 2.32 Shale Manchega 111.2 112.25
3.15 0.21 10 0.03 0.13 Shale Manchega 125.45 128.6
4.95 0.028 2.3 0.03 0.13 Shale Manchega 140.55 145.5

4 0.83 0.8 0.004 0.2 Shale 4-5 41.6 45.6

0.9 3.3 6.4 0.008 0.17 Shale 4-5 45.6 4.5
0.3 0.04 3.7 0.1 0.1 Sandstone 98.6 98.9
8.5 0.02 0.96 0.007 0.014 Sandstone San Alfredo 150.15 158.65
0.5 2.14 49 0.71 0.91 Sandstone San Alfredo 39.75 40.25
0.95 40.6 41.55

50 0.6 17 0.09 0.2 Porphyry 99 149
3.35 0.47 9.5 - - Porphyry 56.05 59.4

3 1.2 4.6 - - Porphyry 4-5 73.7 76.7
1.2 0.43 0.8 - - Porphyry S. Ignacio 114.8 116
2.35 0.11 7.9 - - Sandstone ? 23.35 25.7
0.95 0.58 160 0.08 0.18 Sandstone ? 28.05 29
6.3 0.49 2.7 - 0.001 Porphyry San Alfredo 81.3 87.6
1.4 0.3 8 0.6 0.7 Shale 4-5 At station 3

51.25
0.55 0.96 10 - - Sandstone San Ignacio 86.4 51.8
4.95 14.6 81 0.78 1.29 Shale Poder 91.35
3.5 0 18 0.7 1.4 Sandstone 4-5 2.5 6

0.3 0 6 5 0.6 Shale San Alfredo 107.35 107.65
1.05 0.5 14 0.05 0.06 Shale San Ignacio 30.5 31.55
0.35 2.4 7.1 0.01 0.03 Sandstone San Ignacio 33.65 34
1.3 1.6 5.2 0.01 0.03 Shale San Ignacio 38.15 39.45
1.15 0.93 29 1.65 4.65 Shale San Ignacio 42.45 43.6
0.2 3.7 54 1.75 1.1 Shale ? 88.85 89.05
0.2 0.26 0.9 - - Shale ? 115.3 115.5
1.6 0.22 3.6 0.02 0.08 Shale Poder 130.9 132.5
3.5 0 0 0.5 8 Shale ? 228 231.5
0.8 1.6 92 3.45 3.8 Shale Poder 369.3 370.1
2.35 1.05 136 0.11 0.5 Shale Poder 344.6 346.95
1.2 0 0 8%py Sandstone 4-5 452.2 453.4
0.6 36 315 2.2 2.8 Porphyry Poder 44.15 44.75
2 0.97 1.6 - - Shale Poder 86.5 88.5
2 0.62 - - - Sandstone Poder 94.9 96.9

0.7 0.38 - - - Sandstone Poder 102.3 103
1 0 0 0.6 1.8 Sandstone Poder 113.7 114.7

0.75 0 0 0.5 4.2 Sandstone 4-5 210.5 211.25
2.5 0 0 0.6 0.8 Sandstone ? 272.35 274.85
1.25 0.4 5.5 0 0 Porphyry ? 63.05 64.3
0.75 0.36 0 0 0 Shale Poder 85 94
0.7 45 120 0 0 Shale Poder 113.9 114.6
0.8 Sandstone San Ignacio 124.5 125.3

1 0.8 60 0.4 1.2 Sandstone 4-5

3 intervals were > 10g/t Au
Intervals > 2 g/t Au

Barren Vein

Vein at Collar

To

N-1, St.1, L-4, N70W, +20, 
208m tropari averages

N-2, eastly -60, 193.65m

N-4, St/ 1, L-4, N70W, +40, 
60m

Meters Rock type Vein From

N-5, St.1, L-4, S65E, +19, 
159m

N-8, St.2, L-1, S80E, +34, 
200m

N-11, St.2, L-1, N55W, +35, 
145m

N-13, St.2, L-1, N60E, +70, 
94m

N-18, St.3, L-1, N50W, +10, 
117m

N-22, St. 3, L-1, 90E, +30, 
111m

N-25, St. 3, L-1, N50W, -20, 
152m

Surface holes N-15, S52E, -
72, 505m

N-20, S73E, -74, 333m

N-24, Vertical, 149m

N-26, St. 4, L-1, N58W, -42, 
underground

Table 3: List of ASARCO Diamond Drill Results










Figure 4:  Asarco Surface and Underground Drill Holes,
               Natividad Property
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Within that strike length, channel samples at approximately one meter intervals outlined 
two high-grade gold areas; A and B (Table 4, Figure 5). A second vein was intersected 90 
meters west of the main adit, and was explored for 110 meters along strike. This work 
outlined four high-grade intervals; areas C, D, E, and F.  This sampling was conducted by 
the Natividad mine staff and analyzed in the mine laboratory in the early 1990’s.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 5:  Plan map of Minera Natividad’s channel sample results in the northern extent of the 
Natividad mine workings, Level 1 
 
 
 
In December 2003, the Natividad mine produced 1800 tonnes at a grade of 5.6 g/t Au and 
250 g/t Ag. Ore from the lower levels was transported in 1.5 tonne skips in the Vulcano 
shaft to the Level 1 adit where it was taken to the mill by battery power motors and 1.4 
tonne capacity cars.  Grades then averaged 4-to-6 g/t Au, 250-to-400 g/t Ag, and 3-5% 
combined Pb-Zn. Guillermo Garcia, the mine manager at the time, reported that mining 
and processing costs were $32 per tonne.  There is a 40:1 silver to gold concentration 
ratio. 
 
Concentrate grades for the history of the mine average 317 g/t Au and 7973 g/t Ag.  
Seventy percent of the production came from stope fill or “retaques”, much of which was 
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bagged in gunny sacks and shipped without further processing to the smelter. The 
remainder came from small previously unmined extension veins.  There was no defined 
ore reserve for the property and the miners followed any small veins they encountered. 
 
 
 

Area Length of 
mineralized 

vein in 
meters 

Number of 
channel 
samples 

Average 
width in 
meters 

Average gold 
grade in g/t 

Average 
silver grade 

in g/t 

A 30 27 0.43 17 353 
B 18 17 0.40 4 112 
C 15 16 1.04 24 807 
D 7 7 0.54 35 310 
E 17 16 1.03 20 334 
F 7 7 0.48 24 236 

 
Table 4:  Averaged results of Minera Natividad channel sampling in the northern exploration drive, 
Level 1 (from Natividad mine files) 
 
 
 
7.0 Geological Setting 
 
 
7.1 Regional Geological Setting 
 

7.1.1 General Statement and Summary 
 
The Natividad mining district is located in the southern portion of the Sierra de Juarez 
which is considered to be an extension of the Sierra Madre Oriental.  The 1992 edition of 
the Mexico Geological Map by the UNAM and the Mexican Geological Survey (formerly 
called Consejo de Recursos Minerales) describes the mine region as part of the Cuicateca 
Geological Province, or tectonostratigraphically speaking, Cuicateco Terrane (Ortega 
Gutierrez et. al 1990 and Sedlock et al 1993). This consists of a Mesozoic volcano-
sedimentary sequence formed in a submarine volcanic arc environment, probably with a 
complex metamorphic basement of Paleozoic age. The Cuicateco Terrane is located 
between the Zapoteco and Maya terranes (Figure 6). 
 
The oldest rocks in the region are a granulite-facies complex with felsic and mafic 
orthogneisses, paragneisses, meta-anorthisites, charnockites and granitic pegmatites of 
the Oaxaqueño Complex of mid-Proterozoic, Grenvillian age (1200-900Ma) (Solari, 2001; 
Levresse, et al., 2007) which outcrop within an ample NW-SE trending belt located 
approximately 60 km SW of Natividad. The Oaxaqueño Complex´s rocks make up the 
basement of the Zapoteco terrane. The oldest rocks within the Sierra de Juarez are schists 
and phyllites, as well as slates and schists of the Mazateco complex of Mesozoic age, 
which are widespread throughout the Sierra de Juarez. 
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Figure 6:  Tectonostratigraphic terranes of Mexico  
(The Sierra de Juarez and the Natividad mine are within the Cuicateco Terrane which consists of a 
low grade volcanosedimentary sequence interbedded with phyllites, considered of pre-Jurassic age 
with an unknown basement. The presence of amphibolites and serpentinites suggest the basement 
consists of ultrabasic rocks). 
 
 
These rocks are overlain by a sedimentary sequence composed of limestones, shales, 
sandstones and conglomerates of Cretaceous age that outcrop towards the northwest and 
southwest of Natividad, as well as by volcanic rocks of Tertiary age. The volcanic rocks 
consist mainly of andesites and lesser felsic volcanic rocks that outcrop as remnants in 
mountain tops south and east of Natividad. 
 
 
7.2 Local Geological Setting 
 

7.2.1 General Statement 
 

Gold- and silver-bearing, epithermal veins at Natividad are hosted primarily in black shales 
and slates. They also occur, to a lesser degree, in an intrusive andesite porphyry which 
has intruded the shales and formed a sill-like body overlying the shales in the area of the 
deposit. 
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A stratigraphic sequence is tentatively recognized in the country rocks. Black shales and 
slates of probable Jurassic age belonging to the Sierra de Juarez Complex represent the 
basement. These rocks are overlain by, and in thrust-contact with, presumed Cretaceous-
age sandstones, arkoses and limestones of the Jaltepetongo Formation.  These are in turn 
unconformably overlain by Tertiary andesite tuffs.  The intrusive andesite porphyry forms 
the youngest rocks in the area and cuts all the sedimentary and tuffaceous units.  The 
geology underlying the Natividad Property is shown in Figure 7. 
 
The entire sequence is cut by an E-W-trending set of cross faults which have displaced the 
strata, and also the veins to varying degrees. 

 
Five main epithermal veins are currently known to exist at Natividad. There are however, a 
number of veins east and west of the main veins that have been identified with the limited 
detailed surface mapping done to date in the district. The main veins are, from west to 
east: El Poder, the San Ignacio system, Cuatro-Cinco (Four-Five or 4-5), San Alfredo / Las 
Margaritas. These 5 veins form what has been called the ‘Natividad vein system’, a N-NE 
trending system with mine workings for nearly 5 kilometers in length and 500 meters in 
width. Geophysical evidence, as well as scattered vein outcrops and pits, suggests that 
this system continues north and south of the mine workings (Figures 7, 9).  Additional 
veins include Podercito, San Francisco, El Banco, El General, El Brigadier, La Gloria, and 
others (Figure 7). Surface outcrops of veins are inconspicuous. Most veins outcrop as 
narrow veinlets or stringers which pinch and swell into significant widths and show striking 
continuity and persistence underground. 
 
The San Ignacio system consists of at least five or more veins (called San Ignacio del Bajo 
and San Ignacio del Alto Ramales 1, 2, and 3 depending on its position with respect to the 
main San Ignacio Vein) which merge at depth to form a single body.  In addition, the Four-
Five (4-5) veins are often a set of two semi-parallel veins called Four-Five del Alto and 
Four-Five del Bajo which merge into one Four-Five vein at depth. The veins vary from a 
few centimeters to several meters in thickness, and strike northerly to NNE with dips of 
between 45° to 85° westerly.  The black slates and shales, as well as the limestone, 
andesite porphyry and andesitic tuffs, are all host the veins. 
 
Figure 8 is a cross-section through the northern target zone (looking north-east) which 
illustrates the principal vein sets encountered, 
 
 

7.2.2 Intrusive Rocks 
 

Intensely argillized andesite porphyry intrusions occur in the mine area. At least one larger 
massive body and numerous dikes are seen underground on Levels 1 and 2.  The larger 
body has not been encountered in the lower levels, suggesting that it may be a thick sill.  
The quartz veins cut the andesite porphyry which also has some weak quartz stockwork 
zones.  The porphyry contains plagioclase phenocrysts, 2 to 3 mm in diameter, set in a 
grey fine-grained matrix. It is weakly pyritic but generally strongly argillized, and no 
unaltered intrusive rocks were seen underground.   
 



Figure 7: Geology of the Natividad District
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Figure 8:  Cross Section 3700 illustrating principal vein sets in the Northern Target Area 
 
 
 

7.2.3  Sedimentary Rocks 
 

Much of the area is underlain by organic-rich black shales and slates, some of which are 
thin-bedded. Southwest of the Natividad Level 1 adit, these basement black shales and 
slates appear to be in thrust contact with Cretaceous limestones and sandstones.  The 
basement rocks form part of the Carboniferous to Permian Sierra Juarez Metamorphic 
Complex, and they host most of the productive veins at Natividad mine.  
 
 

7.2.4  Volcanic Rocks 
 

Two kilometers north of the Natividad Level 1 mine adit, andesitic tuffs are seen overlying 
the black shales.  Based on the ASARCO drilling in holes N20 and N24, the tuff unit is 
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approximately 100 meters thick.  Epithermal vein mineralization cuts both the black shales 
and tuffs (Photo 2). 
 
 

           
 
Photo 2: Quartz vein textures seen at the Natividad mine. The veins are hosted by black shales 
(photo by Chris Osterman) 
  
 
7.3 Structure  

 
The chloritic basement shales and slates are weakly overprinted by very low-grade 
regional greenschist metamorphism and they have undergone at least two regional 
deformational events. The first fold phase (F1) coincided with the development of the weak 
to moderately strong slatey cleavage (S1) (Photo 3), and the local formation of irregular, 
discontinuous quartz ± calcite ± pyrite veins in the shales and slates. These segregation 
veins are believed to have no economic significance. 
 
A second major structural event (F2) resulted in minor and major folding in the black slates 
that deformed the bedding and S1 cleavages. This second event produced open to 
moderately tight folds as well as some strain-slip cleavages. 
 
Subsequently, several episodes of brittle movement took place, including thrusting and 
high-angle faulting. The most economically important of these events produced moderate 
to steeply west-dipping, northerly-trending faults that formed conduits for the andesite 
porphyry intrusions and the younger mineralized quartz veins.  
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Photo 3:  Weakly S1-cleaved and folded black shales with thin uncleaved sandy interbeds. From 
underground drill hole BCN1-1 (photo by Gerry Ray) 

 
 
 
Regional geologic mapping by the Consejo de Recursos Minerales shows that a major NW 
striking reverse fault thrusts Cretaceous sandstones and limestones over the Jurassic 
black shales. This structure passes only 200 meters south of the Level 1 adit.  Several 
other faults are recognized on the property.  The Aloapan Fault, so named by the Consejo, 
follows a more easterly strike near the mine.  In addition, two more high angle E-W faults 
lie north and parallel to the Aloapan Fault, both of which cause up to 100 meters of left-
lateral offset of the Natividad vein system. Underground, the Capulalpan and Gravera 
Faults cause difficult ground conditions and are heavily timbered in the mine workings 
 
The five known principal vein sets at Natividad strike north to NNE and dip 45° to 85° 
westerly. In addition, there are numerous shorter veins that were often (and confusingly) 
named after the nearest main vein. Regardless of this naming problem, a level by level 
compilation by Continuum Resources staff shows that the veins form a 500 meter-wide 
swarm that is traceable for at least 2200 m along strike in the Natividad mine which 
extends from the San Pedro River, northwards.  Within this swarm, an en echelon pattern 
is seen; this comprises a number of shorter, more northeasterly trending veins that curve 
into the main north to NNE striking set.  The shorter veins occur both east and west of the 
main zone which suggests that the fault and fracture system formed by right lateral 
movement.  
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8.0  Regional Geophysics 
 
An analysis of aeromagnetic 1:50,000 maps acquired from the Mexican Geological Survey 
(“SGM”) was conducted to evaluate the magnetic characteristics of the rocks associated 
with the mineral deposits of the region. The maps acquired include processed total 
magnetic field, reduced to the pole and first derivative charts. The original survey was 
conducted by the SGM in 2000 in low elevation flights approximately 300 meters above 
ground level.  
 
8.1 Results 

 
A review of the SGM aeromagnetic data revealed that there is a magnetic anomaly, 
associated with the Lachatao-Natividad vein system that extends for 35 kilometers all 
within the limits of Continuum´s mining concessions. The total magnetic intensity shows a 
series of N-NE trending dipoles and magnetic highs that roughly cover a 35 m long by 9 
km wide area. 
 
Reduced-to-the-pole maps indicate an intrusive at depth, perhaps a stock related to the 
multiple sills and dykes found at surface as well as underground at the San Jose de 
Gracia, Manchega and Natividad mines, some of which may be related to the Natividad 
hydrothermal system. First derivative maps show dominant lineaments oriented N-NE and 
related to the structures that host the veins, as well as NW-SE structures that offset the 
mineralization in various points of the mine (Figure 9). 
 
The magnetic signature and its spatial relationship with the intrusives, the gold-silver 
mineralization and hydrothermal alteration along the mineralized belt, suggest a genetic 
link between certain intrusives and the Natividad hydrothermal system. 
 
 
 
9.0   Deposit Type 
 
9.1 Ore Deposit Model  

 
Natividad is considered to be a vein-hosted, low sulfidation epithermal gold-silver deposit. 
Using worldwide examples, workers such as Panteleyev (1986), Heald et al. (1987), 
Mosier et al (1992) and Corbett (2002) have separated epithermal Au-Ag vein 
mineralization into the following two mineralogically distinct types:  
 

1. A “High Sulfidation” or acid-sulfate type which is characterized by the presence of 
enargite and hypogene alunite, as well as abundant kaolin wallrock alteration. 

2. A “Low Sulfidation” or adularia-sericite type in which enargite and alunite are 
generally absent, and the vuggy veins commonly contain adularia, sericite and 
more abundant fluorite. Mineralization consists mainly of gold, electrum and silver 
sulfosalts. This type is more common worldwide type than the high sulfidation 
veins, and also tends to be more depleted in copper. The vertical range of 
mineralization is also greater and it generally has a more extensive lateral extent 
than the high sulfidation type.  



Natividad Village

Natividad North
Exploration Target

Figure 9:  Magnetic Contour Map of the Natividad District & Surrounding Area

±

Continuum Claim Boundaries

(total magnetic intensity reduced to pole - map source SGM)
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In addition to mineralogy, the two epithermal types exhibit marked differences in the 
composition of their host rocks and the timing of ore deposition relative to the 
emplacement of those rocks (Heald et al., 1987). The primary host rock for the high 
sulfidation type is rhyodacite (quartz latite), which is commonly porphyritic. The 
mineralization in this type often occurs in, or close to, rhyodacite domes; thus, rock 
composition is an important controlling factor. By contrast, low sulfidation mineralization 
may be hosted by a variety of igneous, sedimentary or metamorphic rock units, and host 
rock composition is relatively unimportant. In many cases worldwide, the high sulfidation 
mineralization has quickly followed (<0.5 million years) the emplacement of the host rocks, 
which Heald et al (1987) suggest indicates a strong genetic relationship. In contrast, the 
low sulfidation veins were invariably developed more than 1 million years after host rock 
emplacement, and in some examples (e.g. the Eureka district in Colorado, USA), ore 
deposition took place 10 to 15 million years later. To summarize, Heald et al (1987) state 
that high sulfidation deposits occur in or very close to the intrusion that drove the 
hydrothermal system, whereas low sulfidation types were more remote from their heat 
source and “occur in rocks having a fortuitous location and ability to maintain a plumbing 
system.” 
 
The feldspar adularia is common in the quartz veins at Natividad, and the mineralization is 
believed to belong to the low sulfidation epithermal class.  Veins of this type are often 
controlled by through-going fracture systems, major normal faults and ring fracture zones 
related to caldera formation.  In addition to the gold-silver ore minerals, galena, sphalerite, 
pyrite, arsenopyrite and lesser chalcopyrite can be present in variable quantities.  Base 
metals are more common in the lower part of the system.  Deposition of metals is related 
to boiling horizons of the hydrothermal fluids and there may be multiple episodes or stages 
of boiling.  In general there is a 200 to 300 meter vertical horizon that is most productive 
with regards to precious metal deposition. However, mineralization may extend over a 
much larger vertical extent.  Alteration consists of quartz, kaolinite, montmorillonite, 
adularia, and calcite in upper levels of the system with illite and chlorite increasing with 
depth.  These deposits have arsenic, antimony, and mercury geochemical signatures at 
higher levels in the veins, whereas lead, zinc and copper values increase with depth. 
 
Natividad shares many of the characteristics typical of the low-sulfidation epithermal 
deposits; its alteration includes quartz, adularia, calcite, illite, chlorite, lead, zinc and 
copper (increasing at depth) as well as an arsenic, antimony and mercury geochemical 
signature at higher levels, although the latter elements increase slightly at depth. 
 
Natividad is a gold dominated deposit within the category of gold-silver epithermal veins 
low in lead and zinc. Silver/gold ratios, of the gold-dominated systems low in sulfides, are 
below 50, and the lead-zinc combined generally is less than 2.5%. An average of nearly 
2,000 drill hole samples collected by Continuum at Natividad yielded a silver/gold ratio of 
32, with 1.4% Zn and 0.8% Pb. 
 
Based on the grade and tonnage of other low sulfidation epithermal deposits worldwide, as 
well as on the length and persistence of the veins and its mineralization, it is clear that at 
Natividad there is an excellent potential of finding more ore.  Deposit examples of this low 
sulfidation type elsewhere in the world include the Comstock Lode in Nevada, as well as 
the Tayoltita, Guanajuato, Pachuca and Fresnillo deposits in Mexico.  Of the 41 deposits 
studied by Mosier et al. (1992), sizes ranged between 65,000 tonnes and 9.1 million 
tonnes, with gold grades ranging from 2.0 to 27.0 g/t. In Mexico, the top 10 deposits out 
numerous mines studied by Buchanan (1981), are billion dollar producers. Within this 
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sample, the silver dominated systems (Ag/Au greater than 50) seem to be larger, ranging 
from 2 to 100 million tonnes, while the gold dominated systems´ size range between 2 and 
20 million tonnes. 
 
 
9.2 Exploration Criteria  

 
The exploration criteria used by Continuum at Natividad has relied on the assumption that 
the Natividad system is a large, epithermal hydrothermal system which is significantly 
more extensive in both the lateral and vertical dimensions than that historically mined. 
Work on other epithermal systems by the authors (for example, the San Jose Ag-Au 
deposit in Oaxaca) has shown that epithermal vein systems exploited historically have 
been poorly, if ever, explored for upside potential. Rather, the systems were explored by 
mining, and modern exploration methods such as geochemistry, geophysics, drilling, and 
the application of ore deposit models, has rarely been carried out.  
 
At Natividad, the hydrothermal system exhibits extreme strike length, as mentioned 
previously, with many mineralized centers having been the focus of intermittent mining 
activity. The scope of Continuum’s exploration has been to assemble a land package that 
encompasses the entire historical district, so that the hydrothermal system could be 
explored in its entirety, without the hindrance of claim boundaries. Therefore, the entire 
strike length of the system has been mapped and geochemically sampled, and individual 
targets ranked for follow-up drilling and underground work. 
 
The main target has always been the expansion of the Natividad mine resource, since 
underground openings and other infrastructure are already in place, and mining could re-
commence using existing infrastructure. To this end, the continuity towards the north of the 
vein system was of highest priority for testing, since the Capulalpan Fault appeared to be 
just another typical cross-cutting feature which displaced the earlier-formed vein system. 
Supporting evidence were two drill holes put down from surface by ASARCO, and old 
underground workings done by previous operators which had apparently discovered 
mineralization on the north side of the Capulalpan Fault. Therefore, drilling was targeted to 
the north of the fault, and a significant effort was put into opening access for drills in that 
part of the system.  
 
During the course of the exploration program to date, detailed geological mapping of the 
entire Natividad trend - from Lachatao in the south, to the north of the Natividad mine - has 
resulted in the construction and interpretation of a regional structural model, presented in 
this report, which shows the hydrothermal system cut by a series of cross faults which 
have resulted in the juxtaposition of up-thrown, and down-dropped blocks; the result of 
graben development in an extensional tectonic regime. This mapping has significant 
implications for future exploration, especially regarding the top and bottom of the 
productive gold and silver-bearing zones within the vein systems. In addition to the 
mapping, surface geochemical sampling and the use of regional geophysical 
(aeromagnetic) mapping, has further defined the trace of the hydrothermal system. 
 
In general, the exploration criteria developed during this program are those in which a 
series of mineralized, epithermal vein systems and associated disseminated mineralized 
centers has developed along a NNW-trending structure, probably fed by an elongated 
magmatic body (Section 8.0). The most obvious mineralized target, the past-producing 
Natividad deposit, is but one in a potentially much more extensive system of vein deposits 
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aligned along the mineralized trend. The current exploration criteria involve a set of veins 
which have been offset by cross structures and which continue to the north (north of the 
Capulalpan Fault) into an area which has seen little, to no, previous exploration. The 
authors also consider the vein system at Natividad to be open at depth (no data indicates 
the bottom of the system has been identified) and towards the south (the area of 
Manchega).  No results of the current exploration program have changed these ideas; 
rather they have been enforced by the data collected to date. As such, the Natividad 
system remains open to the north, south, and to depth, while satellite systems, such as at 
Manchega, Lachatao, and perhaps farther north of Natividad mine, all remain viable 
exploration targets. 
 
Drill results at Natividad, while variable in grade, have shown the vein systems to be 
continuous to the north. Evidence of high grades of gold and silver have been obtained 
from drilling and underground sampling, while ongoing drilling and underground drifting will 
be required to firm up a geological resource. 
 
 
 
10.0 Mineralization 
 
10.1 General Summary 
 
The Au-Ag mineralization at Natividad is hosted by quartz ± adularia veins that formed in a 
low sulfidation, relatively high-level epithermal environment.  These veins locally exceed 3 
meters in thickness, although widths of < 2 meters predominate. Generally, the veins strike 
N15°E and dip moderately to steeply-westward at between 45 and 85º. Previous cross 
sections generated by Continuum Resources showed that the veins occur in a swarm that 
from west to east totals approximately 500 meters in width. The swarm is traceable for at 
least 2 km along strike, although if the Manchega veins belong to the same system a 
length of 5 km is most likely.   
 
Two sets of veins have been identified in the swarm. The main and through-going veins 
strike north to NNE. Splaying out from these principal veins are shorter veins that in 
general strike NE. There are 5 main veins belonging to the NNE set; from west to east 
these are: El Poder, San Ignacio, with up to 5 splays, San Ignacio del Bajo, San Ignacio 
del Alto Ramales (splays) 1, 2, and 3 (SIAR1, SIAR2, SIAR3).  
 
The veins are composed of quartz ± adularia, with cockscomb, banded, brecciated and 
massive textures, as well as abundant vuggy or drusy cavities (Photo 4) lined with 
euhedral, clear crystals of quartz and adularia, as well as cubic crystals of pyrite. Breccia 
textures are common; clasts generally consist of silicified sedimentary or intrusive wall 
rock, although in rarer cases the angular fragments comprise broken and re-cemented 
vein quartz. These textures and the local presence of several generations of quartz-silica 
veinlets in the altered wall rocks show that the veins were both multi-phased and 
emplaced during recurring brittle faulting.   
 
Mineralization is marked by pyrite, gold, silver, argentite and Ag-bearing sulfosalts. 
Sphalerite and galena are more abundant at lower levels while the sulfosalts tend to be 
more common at higher elevations in the vein system. Silver and gold are contained in 
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fine-grained silver sulfosalts, galena and sphalerite.  Occasionally, the sulfides are 
massive, but most commonly the sulfides are finely disseminated in the quartz. 
 
 

    
 
Photo 4:  Quartz vein containing black sulfosalts and a vuggy cavity lined with  
quartz and adularia crystals. From underground drill hole BCN1-1 (photo by Gerry Ray) 

 
 
Unlike some other epithermal veins elsewhere in the Oaxaca district (Ray, 2005a), stibnite 
has not been reported at Natividad. The author (Ray, G.) collected three sulfide-rich 
samples from the Stope 3730 vicinity at Natividad Mine and these were subjected to ICP 
multi-element analyses. The results are presented in Table 5. For comparison, data for 
three samples from the Continuum Resources’ San Jose Mine (Osterman, 2004; Ray, 
2005b) are also included. Additional comparison is made with the average of 357 of 
Natividad´s drill hole samples. The Natividad Mine samples are galena and sphalerite-rich 
and they represent mineralization in the lower levels of the epithermal system.  Compared 
to the San Jose Mine mineralization, the Natividad Mine samples have higher average 
values of Au, As, Hg, Cd, Pb and Zn. The Natividad samples have lower Ag/Au ratios 
(average = 30) compared to those from San Jose where the Ag/Au ratios average 54.3.  
Average Ag/Au ratios at Natividad vary greatly (from 2.97 to 56) depending on the type of 
ore sampled.  

 
 

Sample    Au Ag As Ba Cd Co Fe Ag/A
u 

   ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm %  
NATIVIDAD MINE          
GR-44   80.8 801 124 5 488 4 3.4 9.9 
GR-45   29.9 410 295 5 354 8 4.56 13.7 
GR-46   2.43 32 924 10 3.3 6 2.4 13.2 
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Avg of 3 samples stope 3730  37.7 414.3 447.7 6.7 281.8 6.0 3.5 11.0 
Avg 357 core samples Au>0.3ppm @  2.89 86 381 40 38 13 3.54 30 
           

SAN JOSE MINE          
GR-43   13.55 835 84 10 0.7 2 0.71 61.6 
GR-52   24.7 698 72 10 21.5 2 0.69 28.3 
GR-53   6.7 908 28 10 0.5 2 1.02 135.5 
Avg of 3 San Jose samples  15.0 813.7 61.3 10.0 7.6 2.0 0.8 54.3 
           
           
   Hg Mn Mo P Pb S Sb Zn 
   ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm 
NATIVIDAD MINE          
GR-44   3.02 1075 1 10 125500 6.57 154 192500 
GR-45   2.1 859 1 110 66400 10 71 138000 
GR-46   0.12 33 7 100 428 2.46 40 926 
Avg of 3 samples stope 3730  1.7 655.7 3.0 73.3 64109.3 6.3 88.3 110475 
Avg 357 core samples Au>0.3ppm @  <1 660 79 390 3,735 2.39 19.97 6,465 
           
SAN JOSE MINE          
GR-43   0.09 530 1 70 90 0.55 49 130 
GR-52   0.45 1045 24 90 1850 0.79 138 4340 
GR-53   0.4 3170 30 180 66 0.54 44 112 
Avg of 3 San Jose samples  0.3 1581.7 18.3 113.3 668.7 0.6 77.0 1527.3 
           
Samples collected by G.E. Ray          
Natividad Mine samples  GR-44 to GR-46 = sulfide-rich quartz veins in the vicinity of Stope 3730. 
San Jose Mine samples = vuggy sulfide-rich veins.        
GR-43 = vein on Level 6; GR-52 = Fortuna Vein, Level 6; GR-53 = Bonanza Stockwork Zone, Level 6. 

           

Samples prepared & assayed at ALS Chemex Labs in Guadalajara, Mexico, and Vancouver, Canada. 
METHODS           
Au = AA23           
Ag, As, Ba, Cd, Co, Fe, Hg, Mn, Mo, P, Pb, S, Sb & Zn = ME-ICP41     
Core samples: GRA22 and ICP 41     
@ Core samples with more than 0.3 ppm gold in surface and underground drill-holes (Up to BCN-23 and BCNS-38) 

 
Table 5:  Assay data comparing underground samples at the Natividad and San 
Jose Mines 
 
 
The slight enhancement in As suggests minor arsenopyrite is present, and this is also 
supported by the sporadic occurrence of a pale green alteration that may be scorodite. In 
the northern portions of the mine, the mineralization locally includes a pale greyish-blue 
powdery mineral that could be a Pb-phosphate (Chris Osterman, personal communication, 
2005).  A high molybdenum content is apparently associated with the andesite porphyry as 
well as with certain stages of mineralization, with some vein samples containing up to 
2,810 ppm molybdenum.  
 
Two samples of direct shipping ore analyzed by Continuum to characterize this 
mineralization contained up to 250 and 450 ppm selenium, suggesting some of the silver 
mineralization may be in the form of naumanite (Table 6). 
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Sample Au Ag As Cd Cu Pb % Se Sb Zn % 
24951 49.8 6780 456 321 2090 6.48 250 1160 10.1 
24952 474.0 11000 566 16 1935 0.65 450 896 0.84 

 
Table 6.  Analysis of direct shipping Natividad ore (in ppm unless otherwise indicated) 
 
 
 
Where the Natividad veins cut the black shales, there appears to be a minimum amount of 
kaolin alteration developed in the adjacent wall rocks; this contrasts with the situation at 
the San Jose Mine where the volcanic host rocks are strongly altered (Ray, 2005a). 
However, strong kaolin ± silica ± pyrite alteration is present where the Natividad veins cut 
the andesite porphyries.  Molybdenum contents increase in and near these porphyries. 
 
 
 
10.2 Paragenesis and Zoning 
 
The textures, mineralogy, cross-cutting relationships between minerals, metal contents 
and the correlation of trace elements indicate that there are at least three stages of gold 
mineralization associated with quartz or silicification events: 1) gold-pyrite-(minor 
chalcopyrite and argentite), 2) gold-lead/zinc/silver sulfides and 3) gold (perhaps electrum 
and/or native). The presence of gold values in apparently barren black shales with traces 
of finely disseminated pyrite suggests there is a fourth stage of gold, perhaps of 
mesothermal origin. (Tables 7 and 8).  Quartz, minor calcite and pyrite are the main 
gangue minerals. Fragments of the host lithology - mainly shales, slates and sandstones - 
may be locally abundant within the mineralized structure, especially within stockwork or 
vein swarms with scarce quartz. The textures and cross-cutting relationships between 
mineral assemblages indicate a complex multistage paragenesis with additional 
mineralization stages not described here. Future work should focus on detailing the 
paragenesis to identify the relationship between gold and other mineralization stages. 
 
For practical and metallurgical purposes, two main types of ore are differentiated; 1) the 
gold-quartz ore (quartz with minor pyrite and traces of copper and arsenic sulfides referred 
as to “QPO”) and 2) the gold-quartz-lead/zinc/iron sulfides (gold with galena-sphalerite, 
argentite and pyrite referred as to “QGSPO”). Specific gravity and metallurgical recoveries 
vary between these two types, details of which will be discussed in Section 17.0 related to 
metallurgical testing. 
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MINERAL MESOTHERMAL      EPITHERMAL SUPERGENIC

GANGE E-1              E-2             E-3
QUARTZ
ADULARIA
KAOLIN
CHLORITE
CALCITE
HEMATITE

SULFIDE MINERALS
CHALCOPYRITE
GALENA
SPHALERITE
PYRITE

ORE MINERALS
GOLD ?-------       ?
SILVER

            300º C                  50º C

Decreasing temperature 
 

 
Table 7:  Preliminary paragenetic sequence of the Natividad mine 
 
 

                              Au (ppm) (ppm)       % 

 Avg Min Max Ag Pb Zn Cu 
Au Stage (Au-Quartz) 

Lack of correlation between gold and all 

elements in San Ignacio vein above level 

1911. 

(59 samples) 

 

 

1.82 

 

 

0.3 

 

 

66 

 

 

18 

 

 

0.12 

 

 

0.24

 

 

80 

Correlation of samples between 1-10 

ppm Au is low (0.2 between Au and Cu, 

Pb, Zn, Sb, Ag or less for other elements. 

(all veins, 67 samples) 

 

3.07 

 

1.02 

 

9.51 

 

73 

 

0.8 

 

1.36

 

675 
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Au Associated 
with Pyrite, Chalcopyrite 

Statistics of samples over 1ppm Au 

exhibit moderate correlation (0.4 to 0.6) 

between Au and Cu, Ag, Fe, Sb which 

indicates an association of gold with Cu 

and Fe sulfides. 

Low (0.1-0.2) correlations with Pb-Zn 

respectively. 

(All veins, 83 samples) 

 

 

 

 

8.48 

 

 

 

 

1.02 

 

 

 

 

90.3 

 

 

 

 

271 

 

 

 

 

0.8 

 

 

 

 

1.42

 

 

 

 

820 

Au Associated 
with Pb, Zn (Cu) (Ag) 

Statistics of samples over 10 ppm Au 

shows moderate correlation (0.5- 0.6) 

between Au and Pb, Zn, Cu, Cd, Sb, and 

Fe which indicates association of Au with 

sulfides Pb, Zn, Fe and Ag sulfosalts. 

(All veins, 16 samples) 

 

 

 

31.16

 

 

 

11.4 

 

 

 

90.3 

 

 

 

1,111 

 

 

 

0.82 

 

 

 

1.63

 

 

 

1,424

 
 
Table 8:  Precious and base metal contents by selected mineralization gold stages. Correlations 
between gold and selected trace elements seem to match the paragenesis listed in the table. 
 
 
 
There is a vertical zoning and apparently a lateral zoning (across veins) at Natividad. The 
former shows that gold and base metals increase at depth while the latter suggests that 
the mineralogy varies from higher concentrations of sphalerite, galena and minor 
chalcopyrite at the center of the vein system (San Ignacio vein) to lower concentrations 
towards the east (4-5 del Bajo vein) and west (Poder Vein). 
 
Table 9 shows the trace element concentration by levels obtained from 1,863 core 
samples from the current underground drilling campaign, which shows that gold and base 
metals increase at depth.  Gold and silver increase from 0.03 ppm and 0.9 ppm 
respectively, at over 2,100 m (100 m above level 1) to 1.31 ppm and 43 ppm respectively, 
at 1,700 - 1,800 m. A similar pattern is observed for lead, zinc, copper, antimony and 
arsenic.  
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Elevation 
(meters) 

Au 
(ppm) 

Ag 
(ppm) 

As 
(ppm) 

Sb 
(ppm) 

Cd 
(ppm) 

Hg 
(ppm) 

Mo 
(ppm) 

Cu 
(ppm) 

Pb 
(ppm) 

Zn 
(ppm) 

> 2,100 0.03 0.9 79 4.7 0.9 0.4 2.1 7.2 9 70 
2,000-2,100 0.23 11 1.36 7.3 3.7 0.5 114.6 46 479 917 
1,900-2,000 0.38 17 99 3.9 2.3 0.5 10 .38 323 475 
1,800-1,900 0.63 6 142 0.2 15.8 0.5 5 149 1.7% 2.3% 
1,700-1,800 1.31 43 291 13.4 25 0.6 1.4 156 1.4% 4.4% 
 

Table 9. Trace elements concentration categorized by level at the Natividad mine 
 
 
10.3 Ore Distribution 
 
Historically, levels between 1,800 and 2,050 m have yielded the largest bonanzas at the 
Natividad mine, from the so called Natividad and Vulcano zones (named after the interior 
shafts that serve the areas). The first bonanza occurred at the Old Natividad Zone 
(including the veins called San Ignacio, Maravillas, Quinceañera and El Banco) and the 
second bonanza occurred at the Vulcano Zone (including mainly the San Alfredo, 4-5, San 
Ignacio and El Poder veins). Both bonanzas produced high-grade gold, leaving behind a 
yet undetermined amount of ore blocks in the process. The potential at depth remains 
open. 
 
A new potential bonanza is being developed north of the Capulalpan Fault -a northwest-
trending fault that displaces the veins and was believed to be the northern limit of the 
mineralization - along the 4-5, San Ignacio (and its splays) and Poder veins which have 
been intersected by underground drill holes.  This potential bonanza is within the so-called 
Capulalpan Target, or North Zone. Current drilling indicates the mineralization is open at 
depth, towards the north and towards the surface.  The following section gives a brief 
description of the main veins of the Natividad system.  
 
 
10.4 Natividad Mine 
 
On surface, the Natividad veins have been followed northwards from the “Dios Guia” adit 
for 2,200 meters and 2,800 meters southwards to the San Antonio area (Figure 7).  Drilling 
and mining proves that in longitudinal section, the veins extend over a vertical range of 
300 m, from an elevation of 2000 m (approximately 60 m vertically above Level 1) down to 
the lowest mine level (Level 10) at an elevation of 1700 m (Figure 3).  From an outline of 
the mined-out stopes at Natividad, the longest strike length of veins is determined to be 
approximately 2,200 m in the upper levels of the mine.  However, the veins seem to 
decrease in strike length with increasing depth, and the outline of stopes in longitudinal 
section shows that individual veins apparently decrease in length downwards. By Level 10, 
the veins have a mined strike length of only 100 m. A review of gold and silver grades from 
channel samples on the north and south ends of the lower levels including level 10 
however, shows ore grades at both ends of the levels which indicates that the 
mineralization remains open along strike and at depth.   
 
The wall rocks are most commonly black shale or slate.  The veins lie directly under a 
large mass of andesite porphyry (locally termed monzonite or the “intrusive”) that may be a 
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sill of unknown thickness. Certain veins tend to terminate in the intrusion, possibly 
because the highly altered andesite porphyry was less competent for open space filling. 
However, surface outcrops of N-NE-trending silica ridges, related to veins of the Natividad 
system, have been observed to cut across the andesite porphyry. These outcrops project 
towards the San Francisco and the 4-5 del Bajo veins recognized along level 1, which 
indicates that certain veins may continue through the andesite porphyry. For example, the 
largest developments of vein mineralization within the intrusive are recognized above level 
1 and belong to the Margaritas vein. Along the 2828 stope, the 4-5 del Bajo (also called 
Margaritas vein) seems to wrap around the intrusive and certain splays penetrate it. Some 
of those splays may be the ones observed on surface. Below is a description of the main 
veins. 
 

10.4.1 4-5 Vein 
 
The 4-5 vein is a narrow vein, generally less than 1 m thick, dipping 60º west. It hosts a 
150 m long mineralized zone between 1,940 m and 2,030 m of elevation with gold values 
between 1.3 to 2.21 g/t and less than 100 g/t Ag. Towards the top, this vein terminates in 
the andesite porphyry. It continues open at depth and towards the north. 

  
 

10.4.2 4-5 del Bajo Vein  
 
This 0.60 m thick vein was partially tested by two boreholes drilled by ASARCO which 
served to identify a possible ore shoot 100 m in length, between 1,947 m and 2,066 m 
elevation, with up to 4.4 g/t Au and < 50 g/t Ag. The lateral and vertical continuity is 
unknown but remains open in all directions. 

 
 

10.4.3 4-5 del Alto Vein 
 
This 1.30 m-thick vein exhibits a possible ore shoot 155 m in length, between 1,940 m and 
2,022 m elevation, with up to 3.76 g/t Au and < 25 g/t Ag. The mineralization in this vein is 
open at depth and towards the north. 
 
 

10.4.4 San Ignacio Vein  
 
This vein is the most important vein of the Natividad system and holds the largest potential 
ore shoot. This ore shoot is approximately 390 m long and is preliminarily located between 
1,800 m and 1,983 m elevation. It contains up to 17 g/t Au and over a kilogram per ton Ag, 
over an average width of 2.9 m. The potential is excellent; the high-gold-grade borehole 
BCN-18 is located at the deep end of this potential ore shoot, leaving the mineralization in 
this vein open at depth and towards the north. Towards the surface, this vein is bound by 
the andesite porphyry. 

 
 

10.4.5 San Ignacio del Bajo Vein  
 
This vein exhibits two possible ore shoots. The first is 40 m in length, between 1,863  m 
and 1,955 m elevation, with up to 12 g/t Au and 162 g/t Ag over an average width of 0.5 m. 
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The mineralization in this vein is open at depth. The second ore shoot is approximately 60 
m long, located between 2,022 and 2,082 m elevation, with up to 6.28 g/t Au and 235 g/t 
Ag. It is open along strike and at depth. 

 
 

10.4.6 San Ignacio del Alto Ramal 1 Vein 
 
This vein also exhibits two possible ore shoots. The first is 85 m in length, between 1,797  
m and 1,876 m elevation, with up to 14 g/t Au and <50 g/t Ag over an average width of 
0.55 m and is open at depth. The second ore shoot is approximately 70 m long, located 
between 1,869 m and 2,077 m elevation, with up to 9.14 g/t Au and 816 g/t Ag over an 
average width of 1 m. It is open along strike and at depth. 
 
 

10.4.7 San Ignacio del Alto Ramal 2 Vein 
 
This vein exhibits a possible ore shoot approximately 100 m long, between 1,869  m and 
2,085 m elevation, with up to 41 g/t Au and 4,729 g/t Ag over an average width of 1 m. The 
mineralization is open at depth and towards the north. 
 
 

10.4.8 Poder Vein  
 
This vein was intersected only by one drill hole (BCN1-3) at an approximate depth of 1,950 
m elevation. Gold values include up to 19.35 g/t and silver values up to 1,240 g/t.  The 
potential is open at depth. Towards surface and towards the north, the vein pinches and 
swells, however the reason for its variable continuity in those directions has not been 
determined. Two boreholes north of BCN1-3 did not report significant gold values.  
  
 
 
10.5 Manchega and San Jose de Gracia Mines 

 
The Manchega and San Jose de Gracia mines are a series of adits and small stopes that 
lie approximately 1 km and 2 km south of the Natividad mine portal respectively (Figure 4). 
These two mines are part of the Natividad South Zone which consists of a system of two 
semiparallel veins, 600 meters apart, which outcrop discontinuously for over 2.5 km. 
Secondary veins occur in between the main veins, forming a similar pattern as at the 
Natividad mine. The main veins trend N30°E in their southern portion, changing direction 
in their northern portion to N20°W as the veins approach the Natividad River. Vein 
inclinations average 70° towards the SW.  Manchega and San Jose de Gracia are 
developed in the western or hanging wall vein of the system while other mines, including 
the Barrueta and San Luis, are lined up within the footwall vein. Unlike Natividad, the 
upper part of these veins are hosted in a sequence of sandstones and slates overlain by 
shales and calcareous shales, with massive limestones towards the top. An andesitic sill 
and felsic volcanic rocks appear at the uppermost part of the sequence. ASARCO drilled 
various targets along the Natividad South Zone, focusing their exploration within the 
sandstone portion of the sequence. Based on the current understanding of the deposit it 
appears that the most favorable targets are well below the sandstones, within black shales 
and slates.  
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In view of the above, Continuum´s geologists believe that the potential is still open at depth 
and that the best probabilities to find ore in the Natividad South area are in targets within 
the black shales below the sandstones. Block faulting complicates the targeting, however it 
has been observed that structurally, the area between San Jose de Gracia, Manchega and 
Natividad is situated within a graben bound by the Lachatao horst at the south and by the 
Capulalpan horst by the north. 
 
Continuum has mapped and sampled parts of the Natividad South zone and has outlined 
several drilling targets. In all, 220 samples have been collected, the majority of them at 
Manchega and San Jose de Gracia.  
 
Reportedly, most of the Manchega area mining was conducted in the 1940’s and 1950’s, 
before the extensions of the Natividad mineralization were found north of the Gravera fault.  
Continuum has rehabilitated and sampled parts of the Manchega adit with encouraging 
results. Surface channel samples yielded values such as 4.79 g/t gold and 37 g/t silver 
over a true width of 3 meters. Underground sampling of historic, near-surface workings 
returned values up to 17.95 g/t gold and 143 g/t silver over a vein width of 2.10 m.  
However, the average of underground sampling at Obra Azul (Figure 7) yielded 1.67 g/t Au 
and 72 g/t Ag over 1.67 meters and level 1 of Manchega averaged 3 g/t Au and 58 g/t Ag 
over 1.54 m. The Manchega mineralization opens up towards the surface into a 25 m wide 
chimney that grades 1.21 g/t Au and 59 g/t Ag over nearly 10 meters in the hanging wall 
and 0.53 g/t Au with 18 g/t Ag over 16 m in the footwall.    
 
The San Jose de Gracia adit lies approximately 1,500 m south end of the Manchega area. 
Its workings are partially accessible however historic sampling by Minera Natividad and 
limited sampling conducted by Continuum suggest the mineralization contained multi-gram 
gold values. Production-recorded grades averaged 4.67 g/t Au and 267 g/t Ag from a sub-
meter wide structure. Based on this information, Continuum drilled two diamond drill holes 
underneath the adit to intersect down-dip extensions, but only thin veinlets were found.  
Recent reinterpretation indicates the drill holes may have not reached the target. 
 
 
 
11.0 Current Exploration 
 
 
11.1 General Statement 
 
During January 2006 and August 2007 Continuum Resources continued the underground 
rehabilitation and sampling program commenced in 2005, and carried out an exploration 
program that included mapping as well as underground and surface drilling. In order to 
access exploration sites and conduct the underground exploration program, Continuum 
rehabilitated level 1 and selected sectors of levels 4 and 6. Additionally, it repaired the 
Vulcano and Natividad shafts, upgraded various services at the mine (ventilation, 
electrical, hauling equipment), built 6 drilling stations and conducted drifting to test drill 
hole intersections and to reach drilling station sites.  This entailed a total of nearly 3,200 m 
of drift cleaning and re-timbering and concrete-framing of caved workings and stopes; 
2,070 m in level 1, 480 m in level 6, and 620 m in various sites of level 1, including 
crosscuts to prepare drilling stations or waste dump-sites, and raises and sublevels to 
access sublevels that define a block of reserves above level 1. Additionally, a total of 127 
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meters of new drifting was completed, of which 97 m was for verification of gold and silver 
grades encountered in drill holes, and 30 m for preparing drilling stations. 
 
During the above-mentioned period, Continuum conducted underground geologic mapping 
and rock-chip sampling in levels 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 as well as in sublevels 1A and A above level 
1. Additionally, Continuum’s geologists compiled historic assays in other levels, with the 
objective of evaluating the continuity of the gold and silver mineralization at depth and 
along strike in all levels of the mine.  
 
 

Mine Rehabilitation and Tunneling 
Type Meters 

Rehabilitation Level 1 2,070 
Rehabilitation Level 6 480 

New Tunneling Level 1 127 
Rehabilitation crosscuts & ventilation drift in Level1, and sublevels A 620 

Total (m) 3,297 
 

Diamond Drilling 

Location No. of Drill holes Meters 
Level 1 18 4,122.80 
Level 6 5 1,557.20 
Surface 13 3,618.30 
Total 36 9,298.30

   
Sampling (Channel, Chip, Dump, 

Tailings) 
Type Samples 

Sublevel A 204 
Level 1 551 

Sublevel 1A 98 
Level 2 124 
Level 3 31 
Level 4 51 
Level 6 250 
Surface 400 
Total  1708 

 
Table 10: Summary of 2006 and 2007 Exploration Programs by Continuum Resources 
 
 
Additionally, from May 2006 to August 30, 2007, Continuum conducted drilling on both 
underground and surface. The program consisted of 6,000 m on surface and 7,000 m 
underground, from which 3,618 m have been successfully completed (to 8/30/2007) on 
surface and 5,680 m underground (Figure 10). 
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Table 10 summarizes the exploration work undertaken by Continuum from January 2006 
to August 2007. 
 
Altogether, a total of over 9,000 m, distributed in 36 boreholes, has been drilled to date. 
On surface the drill holes partially cover the Natividad Target and underground they cover 
the southern and middle portion of the Capulalpan Target. Twenty four boreholes were 
drilled underground and 13 on surface. The drilling, both at surface and underground, was 
designed to intersect the veins at an average of 100 m centers. However, owing to the fact 
that the underground drill holes were drilled in fans from 6 drill stations, and some of the 
veins were closer to the origin of drill holes than others, the drill hole spacing in the 4-5 
and San Ignacio veins varies between 20 and 100 meters. On surface the line spacing as 
well as drill hole spacing was maintained at 100 m, with the exception of the first two lines 
or fences of drilling where the drill hole spacing within the same line was approximately 50 
meters. 
 
The underground program did not fully meet its goal with respect to the number of holes 
drilled and the size of the area tested. Only two thirds (the middle and southern portion) of 
the underground Capulalpan Target were covered due to time constraints and drill station 
availability. The northernmost station of level 1 is still pending construction. As was 
expected, the surface program covered only two thirds of the Natividad Target due to 
topography and surface access constraints. The drilling of additional targets to the south, 
within the Natividad South zone, is therefore still warranted. 
 
Despite the above-mentioned limitations, the current drilling campaign was successful.  A 
total of 26 ore-grade intersections were encountered within 33 of the 36 boreholes drilled 
(three drill-holes were terminated without reaching the target). Furthermore, most targets 
are still open, including those located at the most productive veins (San Ignacio and its 
splays Ramal 1, Ramal 2 and Ramal 3), both at the Capulalpan and Natividad target 
areas.   Based on local production costs, it is estimated that ore at Natividad is all material 
with US$50 or more in value. Gold and silver prices used here to calculate ore mineral 
values are US$550/oz Au and US$11/oz Ag. No value is being given to the lead and zinc 
contents. The top 15 intercepts average 7.04 g/t Au and 294 g/t Ag over an average true 
width of 2.67 meters.  Using a value of US$550/ozAu and US$11ozAg, the same ore-
grade intersections have an average value per ton of over US$600 per ton of ore, ranging 
from US$133 to nearly US$1,800 per ton (Table 11). 
 
Additionally, it is very significant that there are a high number of sub-ore grade intercepts. 
In all, 322 intersections report gold values over 0.3 g/t, averaging 2.89 g/t Au, 86 g/t Ag, 
0.37 % Pb and 0.65 % Zn. The combined width of all these intercepts is 260 m which, in 
conjunction with the separation and total area covered by the drill holes, illustrate the 
magnitude of the hydrothermal system. 
 
Table 11 below shows the top 15 intersections in all drill holes assayed to date. At the time 
of the report, assays for all holes up to and including BCN-23 (underground) and BCNS-38 
(surface) had been received. Assays are still pending for hole BCNS-39 and the results for 
hole BCNS-36 are partial, due to a late-stage extension of this hole at the end of August 
2007 to reach the target mineralisation.  
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Gold Price 550 US$/Oz
Silver Price 11 US$/Oz

Hole Inters. From (m) To (m)
Width 
(m) Au   (gpt) Ag (gpt) 

AuEq 
(51:1)

AuEq*width 
(gpm)

Value USD/ton
(AuEq Oz*550)

Value USD/ton-m
(AuEqOz 
*width*550) Vein

BCN6-18 2 246.40 254.80 5.65 5.44 365 12.60 71.17 222.75 1,258.55 SI alto
BCN1-16 2 13.55 18.90 4.00 7.92 347 14.72 58.90 260.37 1,041.46 4-5Vein Zone
BCN1-4 4 310.00 317.35 3.67 12.77 84 14.42 52.91 254.94 935.63 Poder Vein 
BCN1-3 4 280.60 281.90 0.75 19.35 1,240 43.66 32.75 772.11 579.09 Poder Vein.  
BCN1-13 3 68.50 76.75 5.85 3.35 63 4.59 26.82 81.08 474.33
BCN1-6 4 232.20 243.20 3.40 6.39 70 7.76 26.39 137.27 466.71 Poder 
BCN1-14 1 13.40 14.60 1.12 6.31 816 22.31 24.99 394.51 441.85 SI altoR 2 21.15 AuEq
BCN1-10 2 79.35 82.45 3.10 2.10 282 7.63 23.65 134.91 418.23 SI 2% Pb, 4. 58%Zn
BCN1-7 4 205.85 206.10 0.15 41.10 4,720 133.65 20.05 2,363.34 354.50 San I del alto 
BCN1-5 2 73.45 75.00 1.50 6.28 235 10.89 16.33 192.53 288.80 SI 
BCN6-20 3 99.25 103.40 4.15 1.47 97 3.37 13.99 59.63 247.45
BCN-6 5 281.40 285.80 1.36 9.14 23 9.59 13.04 169.60 230.65 Podercito 
BCNS-30 1 132.95 134.35 1.40 7.59 55 8.67 12.14 153.29 214.60 SI Ramal 1
BCNS-29 2 177.80 182.10 3.29 2.93 34 3.60 11.83 63.60 209.25 SI Ramal1
BCNS-29 1 58.90 59.75 0.65 9.36 113 11.58 7.52 204.69 133.05 SI Ramal 3

AVERAGES 2.67 7.04 294 12.80 226.43 604.41  
 
Table 11:  Top 15 drill hole intersections ranked by weighted value. (Widths are true widths in 
meters and values are US$ per ton and US$ per ton-m respectively) 
 

 
11.2 Diamond Drilling - Underground 
 
The current underground drilling campaign was conducted on one of the two targets 
accessible from underground, namely the Vulcano and the Capulalpan Target. The 
Vulcano Target is below the largest and most productive ore shoot of the Natividad mine. 
A priority was given to drill the Capulalpan Target first because it offers both bonanza-
grade potential and enough volume to contain a large resource, in addition to the fact that 
it is virgin ore which has never been mined and had only undergone limited exploration.  
 
Between May 2006 and August 30, 2007 a total of 5,680 m of drilling was completed in 24 
holes, out of a planned total of 7,000 m underground.  The drilling was conducted with a 
Longyear 38 drill rig in HQ and NQ diameters where possible and BQ from down-hole 
depths of 200 m or 250 m and below.  Sixteen out of the 23 holes were completed in HQ 
and NQ diameters and only 6 boreholes used BQ size. The boreholes were surveyed with 
a reflex camera every 50 meters, and all logging and sampling was conducted by 
Continuum senior geologists. Core recoveries were excellent, averaging 97% overall and 
over 99% in vein zones.  
 
In early September, the diamond drilling program was temporarily interrupted short of 
testing the northern third of the target. Additional metreage and another drill hole station 
will be necessary to complete the testing of this target. Table 10 shows the meters and 
number of holes drilled per level; Table 11 shows the most significant intercepts ranked by 
value of ore. Underground drill holes completed to date are shown in Table 12. 
 
Highlights of the results include, among others, the high-grade intercepts in drill holes 
BCN6-18, BCN1-16, BCN1-4, BCN1-3, and BCN1-6 grading up to 17.09 g/t Au and 1,165 
kilograms/ton Ag over a true width of 2.50 meters.  Grades within this range are typical of 
the bonanza grades mined in the past throughout the district, as can be observed in the 
channel sampling from levels 6 and 7. The above mentioned intercepts are located below 
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level one; the deepest one belongs to BCN6-18 where the high-grade intercept is 
approximately 200 meters below level 1.  Additional ore-grade intercepts include that of 
BCN1-10, located nearly 50 m above level 1, which encountered 2.10 g/t Au and 282 g/t 
Ag over 3.10 m true width.  Considering the average dip of the veins and the vertical span 
of the ore grade intercepts, the total extent of the mineralization so far indicated by drilling 
is nearly 300 m. The potential mineralization is open at depth, towards the north and 
toward the surface by the northern portion of the Capulalpan Target.  
 
The potential is further illustrated by the fact that 21 ore-grade intersections were 
encountered in 20 of the 23 boreholes drilled. Drill holes BCN1-1, BCN1-8 and BCN1-9 
were not completed. These ore-grade intercepts contain more than 2.9 g/t of gold-
equivalent per meter and a value of over US$50 per ton (calculations based on a silver to 
gold conversion ratio of 51:1, and gold and silver prices of US$550/oz and US$11 
respectively). Furthermore, over 100 drill hole assays, representing approximately 75 m of 
core length intervals, returned gold values of over 1 g/t.  The average grade of all samples 
over a gram of gold yielded 7.9 ppm Au, 254 ppm Ag, 0.7% Pb, 1.18% Zn. Anomalous 
gold values are highly significant given the documented nugget effect within the veins at 
Natividad, where much higher-grade ore shoots are haloed by lower-grade gold values in 
the 1 to 5 g/t range. As such, diamond drilling at Natividad is most reliable as a tool for 
determining the distribution of individual veins and associated anomalous gold and silver 
geochemistry. Reliable gold and silver grade information will be better obtained by 
Continuum’s underground drifting within drill-indicated vein mineralization. 
 



ELEV. Total
Drill Hole Bearing Inclination E N meters Depth (m) Start Date End Date

2006
BCN1- 1 N 48° W -15° 773,455.34 1,916,139.10 2022 174.70 4/27/2005 8/2/2006
BCN1- 2 N 55° W +34° 773,461.77 1,916,036.59 2024 262.50 5/13/2006 5/31/2006
BCN1- 3 N 55° W -13° 773,461.77 1,916,036.59 2022 350.70 6/5/2006 6/20/2006
BCN1- 4 N 76° W -24° 773,461.77 1,916,036.59 2022 356.05 6/23/2006 7/8/2006
BCN1- 5 N 55° W +16° 773,463.67 1,916,158.27 2024 221.25 7/14/2006 7/24/2006
BCN1- 6 N 55° W -25° 773,463.67 1,916,158.27 2022 295.15 7/26/2006 8/7/2006
BCN1- 7 N 55° W -12° 773,463.67 1,916,158.27 2022 262.35 8/8/2006 8/14/2006
BCN1- 8 N 55° W +50° 773,463.67 1,916,158.27 2026 74.90 8/17/2006 8/24/2006
BCN1- 9 N 55° W +50° 773,463.67 1,916,158.27 2026 29.55 8/26/2006 8/28/2006
BCN1- 10 N 52° W +45° 773,463.67 1,916,158.27 2026 221.85 8/29/2006 9/13/2006
BCN1- 11 N 57° W +5° 773,447.09 1,915,944.65 2018.5 312.15 9/16/2006 9/29/2006
BCN1- 12 N 75° W -25° 773,348.65 1,916,219.43 2022 281.20 10/2/2006 10/10/2006
BCN1- 13 N 30° W +0° 773,348.65 1,916,219.43 2023 220.45 10/13/2006 10/18/2006
BCN1- 14 N 72° W +2° 773,348.65 1,916,219.43 2023 212.05 10/20/2006 10/24/2006
BCN1- 15 N 49° W -26° 773,348.65 1,916,219.43 2023 152.15 12/11/2006 12/14/2006
BCN1- 16 N 57° W -05° 773,467.11 1,916,157.93 2018.5 325.70 12/16/2006 1/16/2007

2007
BCN6- 17 N 74° W -05° 773,459.55 1,915,710.75 1896.5 332.35 2/1/2007 2/17/2007
BCN6- 18 N 83° W -15° 773,459.55 1,915,710.75 1896.5 401.65 2/22/2007 3/16/2007
BCN6- 19 N 60° W -15° 773,459.55 1,915,710.75 1896.5 412.90 3/27/2007 4/23/2007
BCN6- 20 N 74° W 20° 773,459.55 1,915,710.75 1896.5 150.00 4/26/2007 5/8/2007
BCN6- 21 N 71° W -20° 773,459.55 1,915,710.75 1896.5 260.30 5/10/2007 5/28/2007
BCN1- 22 S 47° E -45° 773,449.79 1,916,217.03 1975.55 191.65 6/6/2007 6/13/2007
BCN1- 23 N 85° E -48° 773,449.79 1,916,217.03 1975.55 178.45 6/20/2007 6/25/2007

TOTAL 5680.00

Table 12: 2006 - 2007 Underground Drilling Campaign at the Natividad Mine (drillholes completed to August 30, 2007)

4-5, 4-5A, SI veins
4-5, 4-5A, SI veins
San Francisco veins
San Francisco veins

 4-5, 4-5A,SI y EL PODER veins

 4-5, 4-5A,SI y EL PODER veins
 4-5, 4-5A,SI y EL PODER veins
 4-5, 4-5A,SI y EL PODER veins

 SIA, SIARamales y EL PODER veins
 SIA, SIARamales y EL PODER veins
 SIA, SIARamales y EL PODER veins
 SIA, SIARamales y EL PODER veins

 4-5,SIB,SI veins
 4-5, SIB Y SI veins
 4-5,SIB, SI y EL PODER veins
 4-5, 4-5A, SI y EL PODER veins

 4-5, SIB, SI, SIA veins
 4-5, SIB,SI,SIA y EL PODER veins
 4-5, 4-5A, SIB,SI veins
 4-5, 4-5A,SIB, SI, SI Ramales y EL PODER veins

Objective

 4-5, SI y SIA veins
 4-5, SI y EL PODER veins
 4-5, 4-5A, SI y EL PODER veins

CONTINUUM RESOURCES MEXICO S.A. DE C.V.
DIAMOND DRILLING 2006-2007

NATIVIDAD MINE
 UTM COORDINATES
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11.3 Diamond Drilling - Surface 
 
The surface drilling campaign was initiated in May 2007 to test the continuity of 
mineralization and the on-strike and depth extensions of the historically-producing 
Natividad ore shoot. A significant portion of the million ounces of gold and 23 million 
ounces of silver produced at Natividad were extracted from the Natividad ore shoot. 
Bonanza grades were reportedly being mined from the lowest level of the Natividad mine - 
from stopes a few dozen meters north of the Natividad shaft - when production ceased 
because of a fatal accident in this part of the mine during the 1960’s.  Surface drill holes 
completed to date, as well as those planned for the remainder of the program, are shown 
in Table 13.  
 
A total of 3,618 meters in thirteen boreholes have been drilled to date, out of a planned 
total of 6,000 m. Boreholes were drilled with a Hagby 100 drill rig in HQ and NQ diameters. 
Core recoveries were excellent: 97% within vein zones and 86% overall. As wit the 
underground drilling, all surface drill holes were surveyed along the entire down-hole depth 
with a surveying reflex camera every 50 meters. 
 
The current drilling campaign has covered a large part of the Old Natividad Target with 
fairly good results. All holes intersected the veins, with anomalous values. Five intercepts 
in 10 of the boreholes assayed to date reported ore-grade values (e.g. drill holes BCNS-
27, BCNS-29, and BCNS-30). Assays included up to 7.59 g/t Au and 55 g/t Ag. True 
widths of these ore zones vary from 0.65 m to 3.29 meters (Table 11). The best 
intersections were encountered in the San Ignacio, San Ignacio Alto Ramal 1 and San 
Ignacio Alto Ramal 3 veins.  It is also worth noting that the apparently negative results of 
drill holes BCNS-37 and BCNS-38 are still inconclusive because of the following: Drill-hole 
BCN-38 may have not reached the target, the gold grades are highly erratic, and the 
geological evidence is favorable.  It should also be noted that the San Ignacio vein zone in 
drill hole BCNS-37 is very wide and highly anomalous in gold; it is 35 meters wide in this 
hole, with an average of 0.15 g/t Au over quartz breccia and stockwork zones which are 
favorable to contain gold elsewhere.  At the time of this report, complete assays had been 
received up to drill hole BCNS-38, although results are still pending for the mineralized 
zone in borehole BCNS-36 as well as for drill hole BCNS-39.  
 
The drill holes also indicate that the gold and silver mineralization continues at least 200 m 
south of the current mine workings and that the potential is open at depth and towards the 
north in all three veins. Additionally, San Ignacio and San Ignacio Alto Ramal 1 are also 
open towards the south but appear to be may be closed off at depth by negative drill holes 
BCNS-31 to BCNS-33. 
 
As with the underground drilling, the potential is further highlighted by the fact that 22 drill 
hole assays, representing approximately 12 m of core-length intervals, returned gold 
values of over 1 g/t.  The average of these assays is 3.87 g/t Au, 47 g/t Ag, 0.74% Pb and 
1.25%Zn.  These values are highly significant given the nugget effect within the veins at 
Natividad.  This significance is enhanced by the nature of the structure, mineralization and 
hydrothermal alteration, all of which suggest that the potential remains open, with a high 
probability of encountering bonanza grades in the vicinity of lower-gold grade holes. 



INCL. ELEV. DEPTH. (m.) STATUS
STATION DRILL HOLE AZIMUTH E N m.s.n.m. TOTAL START DATE END DATE OBJECTIVE

1 BCNS-27 S 60° E -51° 772,877.00 1,914,282.00 1950.00 212.50 Completed 14-May-07 17-May-07 SIA R-3,SIA R-2 SIA R-1, SI, SIB, SA
1 BCNS-28 S 60° E -72° 772,877.00 1,914,282.00 1950.00 251.60 Completed 18-May-07 22-May-07 SIA R-3,SIA R-2 SIA R-1, SI, SIB, SA
1 BCNS-29 S 60° E -90° 772,877.00 1,914,282.00 1950.00 299.90 Completed 23-May-07 28-May-07 SIA R-3,SIA R-2 SIA R-1, SI, SIB, SA
2 BCNS-30 S 60° E -25° 772,762.00 1,914,206.00 1909.00 251.50 Completed 1-Jun-07 6-Jun-07 SIA R-3,SIA R-2 SIA R-1, SI, SIB, SA
2 BCNS-31 S 60° E -49° 772,762.00 1,914,206.00 1909.00 270.00 Completed 7-Jun-07 10-Jun-07 SIA R-3,SIA R-2 SIA R-1, SI, SIB, SA
2 BCNS-32 S 60° E -74° 772,762.00 1,914,206.00 1909.00 283.70 Completed 11-Jun-07 15-Jun-07 SIA R-3,SIA R-2 SIA R-1, SI, SIB, SA
2 BCNS-33 S 60° E -90° 772,762.00 1,914,206.00 1909.00 278.80 Completed 16-Jun-07 21-Jun-07 SIA R-3,SIA R-2 SIA R-1, SI, SIB, SA
3 BCNS-34 S 60° E -90° 772,668.00 1,914,272.00 1950.00 227.50 Completed 23-Jun-07 27-Jun-07 PODER VEIN
3 BCNS-35 S 60° E -58° 772,668.00 1,914,272.00 1950.00 134.70 Completed 28-Jun-07 2-Jul-07 PODER VEIN

6 BCNS-36 S 60° E -90° 772,925.00 1,914,407.00 2009 378.90 Completed 4-Jul-07
09/07/2007 and
8-Sep-07 SIA R-3,SIA R-2 SIA R-1, SI, SIB, SA

6 BCNS-37 N 65° E -65° 772,925.00 1,914,407.00 2009 299.70 Completed 10-Jul-07 15-Jul-07 SIA R-3,SIA R-2 SIA R-1, SI, SIB, SA
7 BCNS-38 N 87° E -81° 773,000.00 1,914,578.71 2053.50 336.50 Completed 18-Jul-07 4-Aug-07 SIA R-3,SIA R-2 SIA R-1, SI, SIB, SA
7 BCNS-39 S 60° E -82° 772,975.00 1,914,558.00 2053.50 393.00 Completed 5-Aug-07 29-Aug-07 SIA R-3,SIA R-2 SIA R-1, SI, SIB, SA
6 BCNS-40 S 60° E -64° 772,925.00 1,914,407.00 2009 230.00 Pending
4 BCNS-41 S 60° E -90° 772,686.00 1,914,391.00 1998.00 280.00 Pending PODER VEIN
4 BCNS-42 S 60° E -59° 772,686.00 1,914,391.00 1998.00 205.00 Pending PODER VEIN
5 BCNS-43 S 60° E -82° 772,722.76 1,914,538.53 2028 278.00 Pending PODER VEIN
5 BCNS-44 S 60° E -69° 772,722.76 1,914,538.53 2028 230.00 Pending PODER VEIN

8 BMS-45 S 31° E -26 772,546.12 1 912,971.41 2300 250 Pending MANCHEGA-ZONA DE BANCOS
8 BMS-46 S 20° E -47 772,546.12 1 912,971.41 2300 250 Pending MANCHEGA-ZONA DE BANCOS
9 BMS-47 S 31° E -26 772,605.75 1 913,052.28 2300 250 Pending MANCHEGA-ZONA DE BANCOS
10 MSJGS-48 N 53° E 0 771,947.54 1 911,871.30 1880 160 Pending MANTO SAN JOSE DE GRACIA.
10 MSJGS-49 N 13°E 0 771,947.54 1 911,871.30 1880 190 Pending MANTO SAN JOSE DE GRACIA.

3,618.30
1,223.00
1,100.00

GRAND TOTAL 5,941.30

Table 13: 2007 Surface Drilling Campaign at the Natividad Mine (drillholes completed to August 30, 2007, plus further proposed holes)

DRILLING PROGRAMMED XIACUI

CONTINUUM RESOURCES, MEXICO,S.A.DE C.V.
SURFACE DRILLING PROGRAM 2007

 NATIVIDAD MINE

NATIVIDAD SOUTH

 MANCHEGA - SAN JOSE DE GRACIA AREA

COORDDINATES UTM

DRILLING PENDING AT NATIVIDAD
DRILLING COMPLETED (August 2007)
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11.4 Rock Chip/Channel Sampling  
 

During August 2006 and July 2007, Continuum expanded the sampling program 
reported in the earlier 43-101 report from May 2006. This additional work included rock 
chip sampling in areas not previously sampled along sublevel 1A and A and levels 1, 2, 
3, 4 and 6, as well as a compilation of historic assays recorded by Minera Natividad from 
levels 1, 4, 6 7, 8, 9 and 10.  These historic samples have been digitally compiled and 
evaluated, with the exception of those from levels 8 and 9 whose processing is pending. 
The objective was to validate the historic values, as well as to determine the grade of 
potential blocks of ore not mined by previous owners. Such blocks occur mainly between 
levels 2, 3 and 6 and are recorded in this report. 
 
Highlights of the results include those from the Vulcano area because of the high-grades 
in this zone, and those from sublevels 1A and A which represent one of the few 
accessible and virgin areas with no previous mining activity.  
 
In addition to the 653 samples reported by Continuum in May 2006, Continuum’s 
geologists collected a further 1,308 samples along different sectors of the mine and input 
an additional 4,141 samples extracted from old maps. Continuum’s samples were 
handled and assayed at Chemex labs following standard accepted industry practices. 
The samples extracted from maps were checked for accuracy by consulting original 
laboratory records from Minera Natividad. Selected averages from the rock chip 
sampling are summarized in Table 14. 
 

 
Level Number 

of 
samples 

Au  
ppm 

Ag  
ppm 

Correl 
Au-Ag 

Pb  
ppm 

Zn  
ppm 

Cu  
ppm 

Mo  
ppm 

Sb  
ppm 

All samples 1308 1.90 120 0.56 1,563 2,742 145 36 20 
Level-1  551 0.80 78 0.29 1,683 2,515 161 44 19 
Level 3 31 3.37 348 0.78      
Level 6 250 4.1 245 0.76 2,181 4,946 169 14 44 
 
Table 14: Underground rock chip samples at Natividad - selected assays and Au-Ag correlations 
 
 
The results shown in Table 14 include the average of all samples collected from the 
Natividad mine during August 2006 through July 2007, from pillars and footwall and/or 
hanging wall portions of veins, as well as a few accessible stopes. It is worth noting that 
there is a limited amount of accessible mine workings within the areas of past 
production. 
 
The largest bonanza recorded at Natividad occurred in the Vulcano area, where an ore 
shoot over 600 m in length produced ores with an average of nearly 7 ounces of gold per 
ton of ore (gold equivalent).  Table 15 gives various examples of the channel sample 
averages in this area (level 6), comparing the historic Minera Natividad results with 
Continuum’s recent samples, taken in pillars and footwall / hanging walls of veins which 
were previously mined.   
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Table 15: Rock channel samples averages, Level 6 Vulcano Area, Natividad mine 
 (Note that the lengths of vein segments do not match exactly. Certain sub segments of the 
segments sampled by Continuum do not have historic assay data.  The legend N/A indicates data 
not available) 
 
 
Chemex assays of the Vulcano ore shoot area show bonanza grades up to 206 g/t Au 
and 7,450 g/t Ag in individual channels, with averages of up to 2 ounces of gold 
equivalent (31.28 g/t Au, 1,436 g/t Ag) over strike lengths exceeding 100 m and average 
vein widths exceeding a meter. These results are very encouraging considering that the 
samples were collected in pillars and hanging walls of veins mined in the past. Historic 
grades of the veins in the Vulcano ore shoot, compiled from maps which pre-date any 
mining, show that the corresponding vein segments averaged up to 6.65 ounces per ton 
of gold equivalent (145 g/t Au and 3,407 g/t Ag over strike lengths of 160 m) (Table 15). 
The portion of the Vulcano ore shoot sampled includes various drifts that cover 
approximately 300 m along strike of the San Ignacio veins. This length represents less 
than half the size of the original ore shoot, which was mined out for nearly 750 m. The 
majority of the ore shoot is currently caved in and only part of it has been accessible for 
sampling. The Vulcano ore shoot in level 6 is closed off on its north side by the 
Capulalpan Fault, however the veins continue farther north beyond the fault where 
Continuum is currently drilling from level 6. 
 

Vein

Number 
of 

Channel 
Samples

Length 
(meters)

Width 
(meters)

Au  
(g/Ton)

Ag 
(g/Ton)

Number 
of 

Channel 
Samples

Length 
(meters)

Width 
(meters)

Au  
(g/Ton)

Ag 
(g/Ton)

San Ignacio 5 14 110 0.92 31.28 1,436 83 160 0.85 145.00 3,427
San Ignacio 5
splay 2 12 0.80 11.06 644 n/a

San Ignacio 4 33 215 1.47 2.16 126 50 86 1.63 14.65 1,577
44 56 1.46 3.60 255

San Ignacio 4
offset 3 50 1.93 4.21 182 33 44 1.86 98.44 746

San Ignacio 3 8 55 0.90 5.10 290 n/a

San Ignacio 2 2 13 0.75 17.75 1,233 n/a

San Ignacio 1 20 160 1.18 31.65 443 16 27 1.75 31.36 457
24 45 1.68 17.80 141

San Ignacio 1
splay n/a 19 31 1.00 94.93 2,751

Historic Assays Continuum´s Assays
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Some of the other most significant assays occur above level 1 where two sublevels, in 
conjunction with grades reported in level 1, outline a block of potential mine reserves. 
The sublevels 1A and A were developed approximately 20 m and 40 m respectively 
above level 1 in the North Zone of the Natividad mine - a virgin area that has never been 
mined. These drifts have exposed a strike-length of 60 m of the San Ignacio Vein 
grading up to 32.67 g/t Au and 288 g/t Ag, with true widths exceeding 4 m. The drifts 
were developed to verify the grades of a historic drill hole that returned gold and silver 
grades of 14.6 g/t and 81 g/t respectively, over 4.95 m. These drifts are vertically above 
level 1, where averages of historical channel sampling data show values such as 23.82 
g/t Au and 1077 g/t Ag along 51 m of the San Ignacio vein. An offset of the vein indicates 
that the high-grade continues farther north, as evidenced by a 17 meter-long section of 
the vein which averages 28.81 g/t Au and 643 g/t Ag (Table 16).  This block has also 
never been mined, and is open in all directions. 
 
 

Level 
 

Length (m) Width (m) Au (g/Ton) Ag (g/Ton) 

Level A San Ignacio (SI) 62 2.19 3.77 163 
Sublevel A SI Eastern limb 42 2.08 4.26 77 
Sublevel A SI Western limb 24 1.37 6.14 215 
Level 1 SI (Historic assays 

north segment) 17 0.85 28.81 634 
Level 1 SI (Historic assays 

south segment) 51 0.96 23.82 1,077 
 
Table 16:  Rock channel sampling averages of the San Ignacio vein, sublevel A, level A, and level 
1 of the Natividad mine 
 
 
The distribution of gold and silver within these exploration drifts in the North Zone of the 
Natividad mine demonstrates the continuity of ore grades in the San Ignacio Vein and 
shows that the mine’s potential is open both towards surface and along strike. The 
uppermost sublevel for example, is located 40 m above level 1, and the ends of both 
drifts terminate in high-grade ore. The northern end of the level 1 drift in the San Ignacio 
Vein also terminates in high-grade ore. Additionally, historic assays of the San Ignacio 
vein in level 1 show that the gold and silver grades seem to increase at depth. The 
northernmost drifts in the San Ignacio vein in level 1 exposed a total strike length of 
nearly 70 m of this vein.  Continuum’s diamond drilling below level 1 shows that the gold-
silver mineral potential is also open at depth.  
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12.0 Sampling Method and Approach 
 
 
12.1 General Statement 
 
Chip channel samples in the mine and at surface outcrops were taken in 20 cm wide 
swaths of various lengths. Continuum Resources geologists, Javier Rojas, Antonio 
Mancera, and Miguel Trejo, supervised this program.  Using a diamond saw, core from 
the diamond drill holes was split into two equal portions, after being aligned and marked 
by the geologists.  Sample intervals in the core were variable and were determined by 
the degree of visible silver mineralization and/or by vein or stockwork margins. Samples 
began or ended at wallrock contacts.  
 
All samples were placed in plastic bags and sealed with plastic ties. Up to ten bagged 
samples, weighing between 2 and 4 kg, were then placed in a rice bag which was sealed 
with another plastic tie. The bag was subsequently stored in a securely-locked core shed 
until an entire hole had been sampled. The samples in rice bags were then air-freighted 
by Aero Mexico Cargo to the ALS Chemex laboratory in Guadalajara. Rejects and pulps 
were recovered from Chemex. Rejects of samples over 1 ppm gold, as well as selected 
pulps, were sent to SGS labs for gold and silver assay verification and quality control 
purposes.   
 
All samples were under the direct supervision of geologists employed by Continuum 
Resources, from the point of extracting them from the core barrel to the time they were 
deposited at the airport in Oaxaca. 
 
 
12.2 Core Logging & Sampling 
 
 
During the current drilling program Continuum geologists Javier Rojas, Antonio Mancera, 
Juan Lopez Luque and Osbaldo Mancera conducted geological and geotechnical 
logging and sampling of the diamond drill core.  After placing the core into core boxes, 
the driller labeled the core tags and then the core was washed and tags checked for 
accuracy by the geologist, who then measured & recorded core recoveries and Rock 
Quality Designation (RQD), and took photographs of each core box to prepare a 
photographical log of each drill hole. Subsequently, the geologists conducted geological 
logging and sampling of the core. Both paper and electronic logs were produced, with 
Antonio Mancera conducting and supervising the Excel log files. Paper files were filed on 
site and the Excel files were incorporated into Continuum´s digital database.  
 
The flow diagram below illustrates the core sampling procedure in place at the Natividad 
mine. 
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CORE SAMPLING PROCEDURE

Check drillers tags

Core Logging (Geological/Geotechnical). 
Photograph each box for photo logs

Trace sampling intervals in box and core with 
permanent marker

Label sample number in core box with 
permanent marker

Trace cutting line on core with crayon or 
permanent marker

Clean cutting disks

Split core (Thin diamond blade) Collect fines

Clean brush

Place sample in prelabeled plastic bag

Seal sample bag with plastic tie

Bag samples in rice sacks (5 to 10 bag, up to 
25 Kg sacks). Seal sacks.

Ship samples to Chemex Lab  
 
 
 
12.3 Channel Sampling 
 
Rock chip/channel sampling was conducted systematically throughout the mine, with 
samples taken at 1.5 m intervals in 20 cm-wide swaths of variable length. Continuum 
geologists supervised the entire program including the sample preparation and shipping 
to Chemex´s preparation laboratory in Guadalajara, Mexico. Duplicate samples were 
obtained by splitting each sample, with a second sample being sent to the mine 
laboratory on site for assay.   
 
The flow diagram below illustrates the channel sampling procedure in place at the 
Natividad mine. 
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ROCK-CHIP CHANNEL SAMPLING

Determine strike, dip and width of the vein

Trace channel with aerosol paint perpendicular to the vein´s strike

Clean up a 30 cm wide, 5 cm deep channel (saw or chisel)

Place clean canvas to colect sample

Cut sample evenly with mallet and chisel (Approximately 4 to 5 Kg 
per sample)

Transfer sample to numbered plastic bag. Additionally, insert sample 
tag number inside bag

Close bag tightly

Cleanup canvas

Repaint channel and sample number on wallrock

Split Sample Mine Lab Duplicate

Ship samples to Chemex Lab
 
 
 
 
13.0 Sample Preparation, Analysis and Security 
 
Core samples were split and shipped to the lab without further preparation. Rock and 
tailings were split at the mine to produce duplicates, one for assay at Chemex 
laboratories and other for assay at the mine laboratory on site. The procedure for the 
preparation of rock and tailings samples is shown in the flow diagram below. 
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Mine/Surface rock samples Tailing samples

Clean crusher with brush and compressed 
air

Crush with jaw crusher to -1/8´´

Collect sample in tray and cover the 
tray

Split sample in Jones splitter Split sample in Jones splitter

Duplicate Split sample Split sample Duplicate

Place each sample in prelabeled plastic 
bags Place sample in prelabeled plastic bag

Seal bags with plastic ties Seal bags with plastic ties

Clean up splitter Clean up splitter

SAMPLE PREPARATION PROCEDURE (SPLITTING)

 
 
 
Sample preparation at the Chemex laboratory is as follows. Rock samples are dried at 
110 - 120°C. They are then crushed with an oscillating jaw crusher until 70% of the 
material is less than 2 mm in size.  The sample is riffle split to obtain a 250 gram sample 
which is then pulverized using a ring mill until 85% of the sample is less than 75 microns.   
 
From Guadalajara, a pulverized portion of each sample is air-freighted to the ALS 
Chemex laboratory in Vancouver, B.C., for analysis by fire assay.  In the standard fire 
assay procedure, a 30 gram sample is mixed with litharge (lead oxide) and a number of 
other fluxes such as sodium carbonate, borax, silica, potassium nitrate and household 
flour.  During heating, complex reactions occur between the sample and flux mixture.  
The litharge is reduced to molten lead and the silica in the sample is reduced to a 
borosilicate slag.  The lead occurs as tiny droplets which dissolve the precious metals 
and because of its higher specific gravity it sinks to the bottom of the iron mold with the 
borosilicate slag on top. 
 
The precious metal-bearing lead is separated from the slag and then cupellated. The 
resulting lead button is placed in a magnesia cupel and heated in an oven at 960 -  
1000°C.  The lead melts and oxidizes, part of it volatilizes off and part is drawn into the 
cupel by capillary attraction. A certain amount of silver, estimated to be about 2%, is also 
lost during the volatilization process.  After the lead is volatilized, a bead of silver and 
gold alloy remains.  Weighing this bead yields the combined silver and gold content of 
the fluxed sample. Silver is then dissolved with dilute nitric acid, leaving a residual mass 
consisting of pure gold which can be weighed separately; the silver to be determined by 
computing the difference.  The balances used for these purposes are microbalances 
capable of weighing to the nearest microgram (one millionth of a gram). 
 
ALS Chemex has ISO 9001:2000 registration which is the industry quality standard and 
a gauge of quality control management. 
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14.0 Data Verification and Quality Control 
 
 
14.1 Standards and Duplicates 
 
All samples were originally assayed at ALS Chemex´s laboratory in Vancouver, BC and 
subsequently selectively checked at the SGS laboratory in Durango, Mexico. Only three 
standards were submitted within sample batches submitted to ALS Chemex. No 
significant gold or silver differences were found between the assay provided by Chemex 
and the assays reported for the standards.  
 
The assay verification program is still in progress. It consists of re-assaying ALS 
Chemex´s rejects of all samples with over 0.75 ppm Au. Rejects are being submitted to 
SGS for gold and silver reanalysis, with an equivalent sample preparation and assay 
procedure (Fire assay, 30 gram sample with gravimetric finish). To date check assays 
received include assays of 75 rejects of core samples, 29 channel samples and 13 
pulps.  A summary of the results is given below: 
 
75 REJECTS OF CORE SAMPLES -  DRILL HOLES 1-17 (Figure 11) 
 
a) SGS gold assays are lower than Chemex by an average of 4.9 % 
 
b) SGS silver assays are lower than Chemex by an average of 9.6%  
 
29 REJECTS OF MINE CHANNEL SAMPLES 
  
a) SGS gold assays are lower than Chemex by an average of 16 % 
 
b) SGS silver assays are lower than Chemex by an average of 5% 
 
13 PULPS OF CORE SAMPLES INCLUDED IN THE GROUP ABOVE  
  
a) SGS gold assays are lower than Chemex by an average of 1.6 % 
 
b) SGS silver assays are greater than Chemex by an average of 0.75% 
 
 
SGS gold and silver assays are generally 5% to 10% lower respectively than Chemex 
assays. The spread in certain samples may be large but in average this spread is 
moderate.  Figure 11 shows that in certain samples illustrated by the negative points 
(below the Y axis) SGS assays are even greater than Chemex assays. However, most 
often this trend is reversed, with Chemex assays being higher than the SGS equivalents. 
 
In view of the differences found in the reject’s re-assays and the insignificant differences 
in gold and silver assays encountered by re-assaying the ALS Chemex pulps at SGS 
(Table 17), it can be interpreted that there is a random nugget effect which is perhaps 
derived from the presence of undetected coarse gold in certain samples, even though 
this was not reported in the preliminary screen analysis of selected samples. 
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Regarding silver variations, there are several processes that can affect the assays. One 
is the recovery of precious metals (there must be the correct flux) and second the 
volatility of silver (silver is known to volatilize causing grades to be underestimated, 
however some labs estimate the volatilization and correct for it).  Conversely, if all of the 
silver is not dissolved from the bead, when subsequent analyses are done with a 
gravimetric finish, the Au values may be overestimated and the reported silver assays 
underestimated.  For the majority of samples, silver assays are slightly lower at SGS 
than at Chemex.  
 
 

 Au Au Au Ag Ag Ag 
Sample FAG323 GRA 22 FAG323 FAG323 GRA 22 FAG323 

 SGS(rejects) ALS SGS(Pulps) SGS(rejects) ALS SGS(Pulps) 

 G/T ppm ppm G/T ppm ppm 
40160 5.51 2.81 2.67 108 142 140 
40161 11.20 8.60 9.34 73 79 80 
40163 0.98 2.72 2.40 17 23 24 
40164 13.50 21.10 18.67 228 174 176 
40165 1.59 5.22 4.77 20 19 19 
40166 1.47 3.10 2.74 17 21 17 
40168 5.53 3.47 3.69 17 11 11 
40169 5.84 4.42 6.43 34 34 32 
40858 26.00 18.60 14.75 1,520 1,440 1,460 
42138 4.27 2.48 3.24 4 5 5 
42141 4.40 2.62 2.75 3 6 4 
50367 12.80 11.40 12.67 22 22 22 
50369 8.26 5.32 6.28 14 12 13 

AVERAGES 7.796 7.066 6.952 159.77 152.92 154.08 
  

ALS/SGS Au ratio. 
Rejects re-assay. In 
this case the ALS 
average is approx 
10% lower than 

SGS´. 

0.906364 ALS/SGS Ag ratio. 
Rejects re-assay. In this 
case the ALS average is 

approx 4% lower than 
SGS´. 

0.957150

ALS/SGS Au ratio.  
Pulps re-assay. In 
this case the ALS 
average is 1.6% 

greater than SGS´. 

1.01638 ALS/SGS Ag ratio.  
Pulps re-assay. In this 

case the ALS average is 
0.75% lower than SGS´. 

0.992511

 
Table 17: Comparison of gold and silver assays of pulps and rejects at Chemex and SGS 
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 Gold Assays Differences ALS Chemex vs SGS 
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Figure 11:  Differences between ALS Chemex and SGS assays for a group of underground drill 
hole samples.  The negative points (below the Y axis) indicate values where SGS assays are 
greater than Chemex assays. 
 
 
14.2 Re-sampling of ASARCO Holes 
 
Continuum geologists re-logged and re-sampled historic ASARCO core drilled in the 
Natividad area, with the objectives of gathering additional geological and geotechnical 
information, identifying additional ore zones not sampled by ASARCO, as well as 
verifying gold and silver assays.   
 
Overall, no significant differences were found between ASARCO´s records and the 
information collected by Continuum. One exception is a segment of ore mineralization 
encountered in borehole N-8 which was not previously reported. The vein found is 1.80 
m wide with 3.16 g/t Au and 32 g/t Ag.  
.  
Table 18 is a comparison between the assays reported by ASARCO and assays 
obtained by Continuum. In general ASARCO´s assays are higher in gold and silver. 
However, little relevance is given to these trends as Continuum´s samples were taken 
from only a one quarter split of the original core and in certain portions there was a total 
absence of core. Both Continuum´s and ASARCO´s assays are within a close order of 
magnitude. 
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ID INT 
FROM 

(m) 
TO 
(m) 

THICK 
(m) 

AU 
(ppm) 

AG 
(ppm) 

COMMENTS 

N-8 1 99.00 149.00 50.00 0.60 17 ASARCO ASSAY. “Porphyry” (“Igi”) 

N-8 1 39.75 41.55 1.80 3.16 32 
CNU’s assays. NOT REPORTED by 
ASARCO 

 2 98.50 149.80 51.30 0.75 18 

CNU’s assay. Re-sampling included 
only 34 meters out of the 51.3m 
interval. 

        

N-11 1 56.05 59.40 3.35 0.47 10 ASARCO’s assay. Porphyry. 

N-11   5.85 56.05  <0.05 <5 

CNU’s assays of portions sampled in 
this interval did not report significant 
Au & Ag. Au  up to 0.13 g/t, Ag <5 
g/t. 

 1 56.05 59.40 3.35 0.22 10 CNU’s assay, Aug 2006. 

        

N-15 
(Surface) 1 228.00 231.50 3.50 0 0 

ASARCO’s assay. 8% Zn & 0.5% Pb 
in shale. 

 2 344.60 346.95 2.35 1.05 136 
ASARCO’s assay. Poder Vein. 
Shales 

 3 369.30 370.10 0.80 1.60 92 
ASARCO’s assay. Poder Vein. 
Shales 

 4 452.20 453.40 1.20 0 0 
ASARCO’s assay. 4-5 Vein. 
Sandstone 

N-15 
(Surface)  129.60 337.45  <0.05 <5 

CNU’s assays in this interval did not 
report significant Au & Ag. Au  up to 
0.22 g/t, Ag  5 g/t. 

 2 345.50 346.55 1.05 2.01 164 CNU’s assay. 

 3 369.30 370.10 0.80 0.48 54 CNU’s assay. 

  370.10 453.40  <0.05 <5 

CNU’s assays in this interval did not 
report significant Au & Ag. Au  up to 
0.15 g/t, Ag < 5 g/t. 

        

N-18   86.40 91.35 4.95 14.60 81 ASARCO ASSAY. San Ignacio Vein 

N-18  86.75 91.35 4.60 11.36 48 
CNU’S assay, July 2006. San 
Ignacio Vein. 

        

N-
20(Surf)  44.15 44.75 0.60 36.00 315 ASARCO’s assay Poder vein. 

N-
20(Surf)  43.85 44.75 0.90 12.43 446 CNU’s assay. Poder Vein 

        

N-
24(Surf)  113.90 114.60 0.70 45.00 120 ASARCO’s assay Poder vein. 

N-
24(Surf)  113.90 114.60 0.70 35.60 109 CNU’s assay. Poder Vein 

  79.80 80.35 1.45 1.39 111 
CNU’s assay. Poder Vein splay? 
NOT reported by ASARCO. 

  50.25 113.90  <0.05 <5 

Except for the interval reported 
above, CNU’s assays in this interval 
did not report significant Au & Ag. Au  
up to 0.32 g/t, Ag  8 g/t 

        

N-26  0.00 1.00 1.00 0.80 60 

ASARCO’s assay. 
No significant assays reported by 
CNU’s re-sampling. 

 
Table 18: Continuum´s gold and silver assays of core of boreholes drilled by ASARCO at 
Natividad compared with original ASARCO assays 
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15.0 Geological Model 
 
15.1 Data Compilation 
 

15.1.1 Drill hole Data 
 
A drill hole database for the Natividad project was generated by consolidating the 
existing data into separate collar, survey and interval files, which were then imported as 
unformatted text files into the geological software (Micromine). Interval files were created 
for assay, lithology, vein type and geotechnics.  The assay file originated from 
Continuum’s master geochemical spreadsheet and the lithology, vein and geotechnics 
files from the individual drill hole logs. After importing, data validation checks were run by 
the software to pick up any errors and enable them to be corrected. 
 
Assay information for the historical ASARCO drill holes was sourced from a summary 
table from an old ASARCO report (Table 3) as the original logs and assay sheets were 
not available.  These reported intersections represent composited sample intervals and 
not the original raw data. Where the ASARCO holes had been re-sampled by Continuum 
(section 14.2), the later assays were imported into the drill hole database as a separate 
assay file.  Both the original and re-sampled grades could be viewed side by side on the 
drill hole traces for comparative purposes and to assist with the interpretation. 
 
In total, 62 drill holes were included in the database, of which 26 were historical 
ASARCO holes.  Of these ASARCO holes, 13 were in the Natividad north zone and 13 
further to the south.  Of the Continuum holes, 23 were underground in the north zone 
(and used in the model) and 13 were surface drill holes further to the south. A total of 
2883 drill hole core samples were assayed, 2178 of which were from the north zone and 
used in the model. 
 
 

15.1.2 Channel Samples 
 
Prior to the recent data compilation, all underground channel samples – both 
Continuum’s and Minera Natividad’s - had been recorded by Continuum staff as point 
data; each sample with an individual x,y,z location point. Historical samples taken by 
Minera Natividad were digitised from the old mine maps and entered into the company’s 
‘master’ geochemical spreadsheet, along with the assay information for each sample 
(Section 11.4).  They were imported into Micromine initially as point data in text files, 
then validated and cleaned as with the drill hole data.   
 
Samples in the northern zone have been subsequently re-entered by Continuum staff as 
for a ‘horizontal’ drill hole database, by assigning a collar location, dip and azimuth to the 
first sample point along an individual vein, and ‘down-hole’ sample intervals for any other 
samples taken along the same vein. Collar, assay and survey tables were created as for 
the drill hole database, and any lithological and vein information was recorded in a 
‘description’ field in the assay table instead of in a separate interval file. At the time of 
the report only the samples for the northern zone – the area of the model - had been 
entered in this manner; the remaining samples to the south were imported as point data 
only.  
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In total, 6,103 channel sample assays have been included in the database.  Of these, 
1,961 samples (1,308 this report, 653 in the May 2006 43-101 report) are part of 
Continuum’s exploration program, and 4,142 are historical samples taken by Minera 
Natividad.   
 
 
15.2   Solids Modeling 
 
The purpose of the solids modeling was to provide an accurate representation in 3 
dimensions of the various vein sets and significant structural features (as far as possible 
with a reasonable confidence, using the data available). 
 
Only the vein sets in the northern zone were included in the detailed sectional 
interpretation and solid generation.  However the veins and lithological contacts from the 
main area of the mine to the south were also extracted from old 50m-spaced Continuum 
sections (1995), to enable the creation of very crude solids for the main vein sets in this 
area. This was undertaken in order to enable the full extent of the vein systems to be 
represented in the model, and to assist with the visualization of the structural 
displacements in the north. However, as mentioned above, the stoped areas have not 
been included in the model, and although much of the ore in the main area of the mine 
has been extracted, there is no representation of this in the model. 
 
The geological model in the north zone was constructed utilizing 23 cross-sections at 
25m spacing, oriented at an azimuth of approximately 120º over 550m. Drilling 
information was projected perpendicular to the plane of the section for 12.5m either side. 
 
Lines representing the vein footwalls were digitized onto each cross-section, whilst 
carefully correlating between sections and ‘snapping’ points exactly to the drill hole 
intersections, to enable a true 3D interpretation.  Natividad geologists Javier Rojas and 
Antonio Mancera were closely consulted during this process, and they assisted with vein 
identifications & correlations used in the interpretation.  
 
Closed polygons of each vein were created by digitizing the hangingwall of the veins as 
polylines (strings) and joining with the footwall strings. The polygons were attributed with 
both a vein name code and a structural domain code. Vein widths were based on true 
thickness which was estimated by the dip on section, although the highly variable nature 
of the vein widths in this deposit make it difficult to accurately represent true widths in 
areas where there is no supporting data from drill hole or channel samples. 
 
The vein polygons were then used to construct geological solids by linking the polygons 
across each 25m section, using best-fit mathematical wireframing procedures generated 
in Micromine.  As a general rule the solids were closed off at open ends by extruding a 
distance of half of a section spacing (12.5m), or clipping against a fault plane where the 
veins appear to be truncated. 
 
Major fault traces were digitized either in section or plan orientations within Micromine, 
then triangulated to create fault surfaces (DTM’s). 
 
The underground workings were also wireframed from strings into 3D ‘tunnels’. Where 
the cross-sections intersected the workings they could then be viewed on section as an 
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exact cross-cut, instead of a polyline which has been ‘clipped’ to the projected 25m width 
of the section. 
 
Figure 12 is a horizontal level plan; a slice through the 3D model at an elevation 
equivalent to that of level 1, with a projected width of 20m (10m above and 10m below 
the plane). Figure 13 illustrates various other views and perspectives through the 3D 
model. The vein sets in the north and south are clearly illustrated, together with the left-
lateral displacement of the deposit by the Capulalpan Fault. 
 

 
15.2.1  Structure 

 
The structure of the area has been discussed in detail in section 7.3.  The area in and 
around the mine is a strongly tectonised system, consisting of many minor low and high-
angle faults as well as the main Natividad, Capulalpan and Gravera Faults.   
 
In the cases of the Capulalpan and Natividad Faults, their locations are fairly well 
documented on old mine plans, the Natividad Fault cutting through level 1 and the 
Capulalpan Fault through levels 1, 4, 6 and 7. These faults are also evident underground 
where the sidewalls of the tunnels are heavily timbered due to the soft, brecciated fault 
zones.  
 
Evidence of smaller faults and fractures can be seen both in the drill core and in the 
underground workings; small concordant systems which laterally disrupt the continuity of 
the vein by anything from a few centimeters to a couple of meters, in a dominantly 
northwest-southeasterly direction.  In actuality, the northern zone between the 
Capulalpan Fault and the Natividad Fault is probably cross-cut and dissected by a series 
of many different faults, however the exact location and extent of these structures is not 
known, and therefore no attempt has been made to incorporate them in the model at this 
stage.    
 
Only the Natividad Fault, Capulalpan Fault and a third fault, coded Fault F1 in the model, 
have been included in the model, as these exhibit significant influence and lateral 
displacement on the geometry of the vein sets.  Fault F1 is a high-angled structure, with 
a strike which is sub-parallel to the Natividad Fault, moving in nearer to, and possibly 
intersecting, the latter in the east of the northern zone.  The traces of these principal fault 
planes where they intersect level 1 are shown in Figure 12. 
 
Without the inclusion of these structures in the model, the vein sets exhibit a winding, 
sinuous geometry along strike, which is unlikely to be the true scenario in a deposit of 
this type. 
 
Geotechnical information has been recorded in the drilling logs, including estimations of 
recovery and Rock Quality Designation (RQD) of the core. Drill hole intersections with 
low recorded RQD’s and recoveries were identified in the model and used to assist with 
the positioning of the fault planes in 3D space. Low recoveries and RQD’s can be seen 
in core which intersects, or is in the immediate vicinity of, these main structures. 
 
For the purposes of solids modeling and wireframing, the northern zone has been split 
into 3 structural domains or blocks - Blocks 1, 2 and 3 – which are separated by the 3  
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principal fault planes described above.  Block 1 is truncated by the Capulalpan Fault to 
the south and Fault F1 to the north, Block 2 is truncated by F1 to the south and the 
Natividad Fault to the north, and Block 3 is the area north of the Natividad Fault.  
 
When digitizing the veins onto section, each string was attributed with both the relevant 
vein code and the block number.  These attributes were of use in the wireframing 
process, as they enabled the veins to be selectively displayed (filtered) for linking 
between sections into solids.   
 
Wireframes were originally extruded a little way across any bordering faults and then 
subsequently ‘clipped’ to that fault plane using Boolean clipping techniques in 
Micromine.  Individual vein solids were given names which referenced both the vein 
code and the block number as a suffix. For example, the San Ignacio vein solid in Block 
1 has been coded SI_BL1.  Solids which have been clipped against a fault plane also 
have ‘clipped’ as a suffix e.g. SI_BL1_Clipped. 
 
 
 
16.0 Adjacent Properties 
 
Continuum Resources Ltd controls three adjacent properties, one of which is the Teri 
claim which lies directly adjacent to, and north-east of, the Natividad block (Figure 2). 
The Teri claims contain a porphyry-style quartz stockwork hosted by a 1km wide 
intrusion.  In addition, there is the Talea claim to the east, as well as a group of three 
claims to the southeast which lie in the community of Lachatao. The Talea claim is 
currently under a Joint Venture Agreement with Cloudbreak Resources whereas the 
claims in Lachatao were acquired in August 2005 and are currently being evaluated. 
 
 
 
17.0 Mineral Processing and Metallurgical Testing 
 
The Natividad mill is capable of processing 80 tpd of sulfide ore. It produces a bulk 
galena-sphalerite, silver and gold-bearing concentrate which can be shipped to the 
Penoles smelter in Torreon, Coahuila. High grade direct shipping ore is simply crushed 
to 3/8 inch and shipped in gunny sacks. 
 
The plant´s location and the presence of a tailings pile adjacent to the Natividad River is 
of concern with regard to future tailings disposal.  A larger future operation would require 
a suitable tailings dam site.   
 
Metallurgical testing was conducted in May 2007 by SGS Mexico on two mine samples 
(Met-1 and Met 2), representative of each of the two main ore types found at Natividad. 
The results are very encouraging. An additional sample of the tailings (Met-3) was tested 
to evaluate the feasibility of reprocessing the tailings, the results however, were 
marginal.  Head grades per sample are shown in Table 19 below. 
 
Metallurgical recoveries by flotation of the mine samples vary between 92% and 96% of 
the gold and 82.4% and 86.6% of the silver when milling 70% @ -200 mesh.  The 
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flotation, leaching and gravimetric concentration testing of the tailings all yielded low Au 
and Ag recoveries. 
 
The flotation of the primary ore at the mine yields excellent results. Nearly 95% of the 
gold is susceptible to be recovered by grinding @ -200 mesh. Finer grinding may 
increase the recovery of gold. Table 20 shows the results of the flotation tests. 
 
 

 
 
Table 19: Head grades of metallurgical samples representative of the main ore types at the 
Natividad mine (Met-1 and Met-2) and tailings (Met-3) 
 
 

 
 
Table 20: Metallurgical recoveries and grades of concentrate obtained by flotation at different 
grind sizes. (Met-1 and Met-2 are mine samples, Met 3 is a composite of tailing dams) 
 
 
 
18.0 Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve Estimates 
 
No quantifiable resource or reserve has been calculated at the present time.  
 
 
 
19.0 Other Relevant Data and Information 
 
None 
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20.0 Interpretation, Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
 
The Natividad mine represents a major epithermal Au-Ag deposit with historical 
production of 1.4Moz of gold equivalent (at a price ratio of 1:50). It ranks as one of the 
most significant gold-silver deposits in southern Mexico, and was the largest past-
producer in the state of Oaxaca.   
 
The bonanza-style mineralization is hosted by a swarm of north-trending quartz-adularia 
veins that lie within a 500 meter-wide, north-striking zone.  The overall hydrothermal 
system, within which the Natividad deposit is hosted, is much larger, and is measured 
over more than 15 kilometers along a NNW strike, along which hydrothermal alteration, 
gold and silver showings, historic workings and mines, and outcropping veins are 
observed.  Continuum has diligently acquired essentially all of the mineral rights to the 
entire hydrothermal system, allowing for unimpeded exploration of the overall system. 
 
The known, mineralized veins which comprise the Natividad deposit were mined for a 
strike length in excess of 2 kilometers, and are open to the north, to the south, and to 
depth.  The veins have been mined over a depth extent of up to 300 meters, while 
previous drilling from surface indicates that the system may be mineralized over a 
vertical range of as much as 600 meters.  The veins are open to depth, and towards the 
south, while the entire length of the hydrothermal system has exploration potential for 
additional precious metals deposits. 
 
Within the Natividad vein system there is no perceptible mineralogical zoning: much of 
the mineralization on Level 1 is associated with galena and sphalerite, and 
mineralization appears quite similar on Level 6; gold grades are still in the tens of grams 
on Level 10 (the lowest level), based on historic information. 
 
Underground channel sampling has been systematically carried out in older sections of 
historically-mined parts of the deposit and the results support historic records of the 
grade of the orebody. Values in excess of 50 g/t gold and into the kilos per tonne of 
silver have been obtained from veins which measure between less than 0.5 meters to 
over 3.0 meters in width. Significantly, mineralization occurs in at least 5, parallel-
trending vein sets. 
 
Continuum’s first objective in the district was to extend the known mineralization in the 
historic Natividad mine, assuming that the vein system which hosts the gold and silver 
mineralization continues northwards, onto the north side of a major cross-cutting fault 
(the Capulalpan Fault). This assumption has been successfully proven and the orebody 
has been shown to indeed continue towards the north.   
 
Significant infrastructure was required before underground drilling could begin including: 
tunneling and rehabilitation of existing tunnels to gain access to new areas in the north 
part of the system; upgrading of existing infrastructure such as water, air supply, 
drainage, support, electrical systems; safety considerations; internal shaft repair, 
upgrades to existing rail etc.  Underground diamond drilling was carried out in what has 
been named the North Zone (or Northern Extension Zone), north of the Capulalpan Fault 
(the northern limit of historic mining) on two levels; Level 1 (the main haulage level) and 
Level 6 (180 meters below Level 1).   
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Drill core analyses, including detailed mapping and sampling, and subsequent 
interpretations, have shown that the Natividad hydrothermal system is as strong and has 
significant potential on the north side of the Capulalpan Fault for hosting additional, high-
grade mineralization of the style and grade which was historically mined. 
 
The historic areas of mining, as well as the results of the current drilling and 
underground sampling, have shown that highest, bonanza-grade gold and silver ores 
formed as sub-vertical shoots. Outside of these shoots, much lower grades of both gold 
and silver are present in continuously-mineralized veins, although there is a high degree 
of nugget effect in both silver and gold grades.  This nugget effect can be quantified by 
underground channel sampling on sublevels within the North Zone, where gold grades 
measured in the tens of grams per tonne, and silver grades of over 500 grams per 
tonne, can be juxtaposed against samples that contain much lower values (i.e. sub-one 
gram per tonne in the case of gold). This makes evaluation of grade based on drill core 
highly problematic.  Given the nugget effect, and considering that certain of the 
underground drill holes intersected very high grades of gold and silver while others, in 
nearly identical veins, contained values of less than 5 grams per tonne of gold, suggests 
that bulk sampling by way of underground tunneling is required to quantify the grade of 
the system.  While bulk sampling of lower grade drill intersections was planned for both 
Levels 1 and 6 to quantify real grade and allow for a meaningful resource calculation to 
be carried out, this work has not been completed to date and represents a highest 
priority follow-up activity. 
 
Overall, the results of Continuum’s underground drilling on the northern extension of the 
Natividad deposit are considered to have been very successful, and have proven the 
continuity of the system towards the north. Given the historic grades of this orebody, and 
the high (albeit erratic) grades of gold and silver obtained in underground channel 
sampling and drilling, the existing Natividad mine remains a high-potential exploration 
target for defining additional resources of gold and silver. 
 
Outside of the immediate mine area, much more work is warranted towards the south, 
for instance at Manchega, and south towards Lachatao. Regional mapping and 
structural interpretations by Continuum geologists have shown that the area south of the 
mine has been down-dropped along E-W-trending faults, placing the preferred host rock 
black shales at a lower structural position. As such, high priority drill targets have been 
identified to the south of the mine. 
 
Social issues, particularly with the community of Capulalpan, deserve immediate 
resolution before further exploration towards the north, and in particular surface drilling, 
can be carried out. While drilling to date has been carried out from infrastructure which 
surfaces on Natividad community land, the orebody continues under Capulalpan 
surface, and as such certain high priority, next-step issues are on hold. These issues 
include: a new tunnel entrance to the mine from the north, which could access the 
northern continuation of the ore body and provide access for exploration drilling, ore 
haulage, ventilation, an escape way, and new milling and waste storage sites; a 
ventilation shaft and alternate escape way; surface drilling sites in the area of the old 
ASARCO positive surface drill holes.   
 
Social relations with the communities of Natividad and those south of Natividad are 
good, and should remain in good standing, to allow for surface and underground 
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exploration in the area of Manchega and south of Manchega, where it is thought that the 
Natividad hydrothermal system continues, and where the orebody may continue in that 
direction at depth. Efforts to resolve long-standing social issues amongst the 
communities should be given on-going priority, given the high potential of the Natividad 
project and the potential for defining additional gold and silver resources. 
 
Environmental considerations have been given paramount consideration throughout 
Continuum’s presence on the project, and good relations through mutual cooperation 
have been forged with the environmental agencies. Pro-active base line studies for 
future mining activities have been initiated and should continue to be given utmost 
importance. 
 
Future exploration should consider the following major activities: 
 

8. Continue drilling from underground to provide sufficient vein intercepts for a 
future resource calculation on the Northern Extension Zone; 

 
9. Underground tunneling to provide bulk sample data on drill hole intercepts to 

provide more accurate grade data; 
 

10. Underground drilling to target the depth continuity of historically-mined ore 
shoots; 

 
11. Surface drilling to the north of the Northern Extension Zone to test the on-strike 

(northwards) continuity of the epithermal vein system; 
 

12. Continued surface drilling at the southern end of the Natividad mine to test the 
southern continuity of the epithermal system; 

 
13. Surface drilling of the Manchega zone, and zones further south towards 

Lachatao, to test additional targets which have surface expressions of 
mineralization and alteration, towards the south; 

 
14. Analysis of multi-element geochemical data collected during the underground 

sampling and drilling programs to determine pathfinder element haloes around 
potential ore shoots. 
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Mexico, is held by Continuum Resources Ltd.  Other than wages, I currently hold no 

shares or economic benefits supplied by Continuum Resources Ltd.  

• I have read the definition of “qualified person” set out in the National Instrument 43-101 

(“NI 43-101”) and certify that by reason of my education, affiliation with  professional 

associations (as defined in NI 43-101) and past relevant work experience, I fulfill the 

requirements to be a “qualified person” for the purposes of NI 43-101. 

• I am responsible for the preparation of this report titled “The Geology and Epithermal 

Gold-Silver Mineralization at the Natividad Mine, Oaxaca, Mexico and Results of 

Continuum Resources Ltd’s 2005 – 2007 Exploration Program” dated the 20th of 

September 2007. 

• I am not aware of any material fact or material change with respect to the subject 

matter of the Technical Report that is not reflected in this report, the omission to 

disclose which makes the Technical Report misleading. 

• I am independent of the issuer applying all the tests in section 1.5 of the National 

Instrument 43-101. 

• I have read National Instrument 43-101 and Form 42-101FI, and the Technical Report 

has been prepared in compliance with that instrument and form. 

• I consent to the filing of the Technical Report with any stock exchange and any other 

regulatory authority and any publication by them for regulatory purposes, including 

electronic publication in public company files on their websites accessible by the 

public. 

Dated at Victoria, B.C. this 20th of September 2007 

 

Signature by qualified person                            Stamp of qualified person 

Printed name of qualified person                      G.E. Ray, P. Geo 
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Lawrence Allan Dick, Ph.D., P.Geo. 
#1103-150 Keith Road East, 

North Vancouver, B.C. 
Canada, V7L 1T8 

Telephone 604.816.6120 
Email: Lawrence@evolvinggold.com 

 

I, Lawrence Allan Dick, Ph.D., P.Geo., do hereby certify that: 

 
• I am currently employed as a consultant geologist by: Continuum Resources Ltd., 

of 600-595 Howe Street, Vancouver, Canada, V6C 2T5. 
 

• I graduated with a B.Sc.(Honors) degree in geology from the University of British 
Columbia in 1973. 

 
• I obtained an M.Sc. (1975) and Ph.D. (1979) in Economic Geology from Queen’s 

University at Kingston, Ontario, Canada. 
 

• I am a member of the Association of Professional Geoscientists of British 
Columbia (License #25015). 

 
• I have worked as a geologist for over 30 years since my graduation from 

university. 
 

• I worked for Continuum Resources Ltd. as President, and later, as Vice President 
of Exploration and was involved in all aspects of the Natividad project from 
acquisition through exploration planning, exploration, and interpretation of the 
results. 

 
• I am a shareholder of Continuum Resources Ltd. although at time of writing, I 

hold no management nor directorship positions with the Company and am 
employed strictly on a consulting basis. 

 
• I am a co-author, with Dr. Gerald E. Ray, on this report titled “The Geology and 

Epithermal Gold-Silver Mineralization at the Natividad Mine, Oaxaca, Mexico and 
Results of Continuum Resources Ltd’s 2005 – 2007 Exploration Program” , dated 
the 20st of September, 2007. 

 
• I am not aware of any material fact or material change with respect to the subject 

matter of the Technical Report that is not reflected in this report, the omission to 
disclose which makes the Technical Report misleading. 

 
• I consent to the filing of the Technical Report with any stock exchange and any 

other regulatory authority and any publication by them for regulatory purposes, 
including electronic publication in public company files on their websites 
accessible by the public. 

 
Dated at Vancouver, B.C. this 20th of September, 2007 
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Signature by qualified person                            Stamp of qualified person 

Printed name of qualified person                      L. A. Dick, P. Geo 

 




